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LETIERS

Carter's Energy Program. Murr?y
Rothbard has dissected brilliantly the
Carter et. al. power play in energy. Let
me add a footnote to his comments.

Government control of energy is in
tended to be the strategic beach-head
to government planning of the entire
economy. There are dozens of Ph.D.
economists within Washington and its
satellite academic institutions and
foundations that yearn to llsupply
manage" the economy-"demand
management" has collapsed so they
push on to new frontiers of statism. No
doubt their plans in energy will be
frustrated, but they will use their
failures as the rationale for even
further regulation of much of what is
left of the American business system.

Business has almost no one to blame
.but itself for the acceleration into eco
nomic fascism. A good part of our ex
isting regulatory structure was
designed and effectuated by powerful
business interests through trade associ
ations. In industry after industry-and
particularly in petroleum-business
interests sought alliances with the
State in an attempt to limit compe
tition and, thus, secure and enhance
positions of wealth and power within
the industrial system. Econonlic
fascism cannot exist or expand with
out active business support.

For a recent and thoroughly reveal
ing example of this intellectual al
liance, witness the trial balloon for
energy regulation launched in the
pages of Fortune a full two months
before the Carter energy speech in
April. No, "My Case For National Plan
ning" was not written by an explicit
interventionist like Galbraith or Javits,
but by Thornton Bradshaw, the Presi
dent of Arco, one of the largest oil
and energy companies in the world.
Bradshaw should know better than to
advocate lIplanning", right? But the
very point is that he does know
better-better than you or I to be
sure-where his bread is buttered, and
where he and his company fit into the
ever widening circle of power that we
conveniently call the Corporate State.

Thus, the economic planners that

[continued on page 38]
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THE lAETRILE MOVEMENT

No doubt about it, the Laetrile move
ment is on the march. In state after
state, court case after court case,
proponents ,of the drug are winning
out. As Newsweek pointed out in a re
cent cover story: "... [W]ith a series of
astonishing recent legal victories, the
movement suddenly has become a ma
jor national issue, sharply challenging
medical practice and the role of the
government in drug regulation. 'In the
past six months things have changed
radically,' says Stuart L. Nightingale of
the U.S. Food .and Drug Adminis
tration."

Seven states have already legalized
the use of Laetrile, there are bills
awaiting the governor's signature in
four· others, and legislation has a good
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chance of passing in five other states,
including some of the most important:
New York, California, Illinois and
Massachusetts. Federal judges, in addi
tion, have ordered that its use not be
prohibited in cases of the terminally
ill. For the first time in decades, it looks
as though the Right-wing has hold of a
live issue which it has a chance to win:
the fountainhead of the pro-Laetrile
forces is the Birchite front group, "The
Committee for Freedom of Choice in
Cancer Therapy," a name which gets
right to the point. The FDA and the
medical establishment. are fighting the
legalization of Laetrile for all that they
are worth, but in this case, at least, they
appear to be losing. It is about time.

Let us be blunt about it: the issue is
not, in this case or in any other,
whether Laetrile "works." Yes, most of
those supporting the legalization of
Laetrile also are proponents of the use
of the substance, but that is irrelevant.
The medical establishment comes to
the public debate armed as usual with
a filefolder of test results and statistics,
claiming that it is not helpful-in fighting
cancer, that it is not beneficial in
treating malignant tumors. The pro
Laetrile forces rush forward ~ith a
even thicker file of "anecdotal"
evidence, as the FDA so scornfully
labels it, purporting to show c~ses

where Laetrile did cause remission of
tumors, where it caused cessation of
pain, and prolonged life. At the very
le'ast, they claim with medical
evidence, it is not harmful, and in
dividuals should be allowed to use it.
Not true, retorts the medical establish
ment: people may very well turn to this
quack cure instead of conventional
cancer therapy, and give up their only
chance at life. But Laetrile is usually
used in the case of terminally ill cancer
patients, the pro-Laetrile forces ex
claim, so what do they have to lose?

Plenty, responds the medical estab
lishment, for there's always a chance.
. . . And on it goes, ad infinitum.

There are two levels of argument
going on here, and, as usual, they
should be separated. On the one hand,
there is the debate over the efficacy of
Laetrile and of conventional cancer
treatments, and the wisdom of choos
ing one treatment over another. On the
other hand, there is the issue of free
dom of choice. The Laetrile case is a
perfect example of why the issue of
freedom of choice is the only reI,evant
political issue: w,e ought not to relish
the thought of such violently opposed
groups, each concerned with life-and
death issues, battling each other in the
public arena.

Medically, the FDA and the medical
establishment may be right; politically,
the pro-Laetrile forces are certainly
right. We must treasure above all else
what Thomas Szasz has called the
"right to self-medication," which flows
from the libertarian axiom of self
ownership. As Ludwig von Mises wrote
in his masterwork, Human Action, "If
one abolishes man's freedom to deter
mine his own consumption, one takes
all freedoms away." Even in cases
where the risk is so high? No, especial
ly when the risks are so high. That will
allow full competition between dif
ferent alternatives, with every in
dividual taking his own risks, and the
truth about the matter will emerge that
much more quickly. As in all such
cases in a market economy, competi
tion spreads knowledge, regardless of
whether or not that is the intention of
the participants involved.

Each side in the dispute can learn a
lesson from this situation. During the
last eleven years, according to a Harris
Survey, public confidence in the
medical profession has dropped alar
mingly: 730/0 said they had a "great
deal" of confidence ~ in the medical
profession in 1966; only 430/0 held that
opinion by 1977-. This drop in con
fidence has come precisely as the
medical establishment has increasing
ly barged into the arena of politics, try
ing to ban this or foist that upon us.
Perhaps the drop in confidence in the
medical establishment is not unJ;elated
to this increasing politicization of
medicine.
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Similarly, the victories of the' Right
wing on this issue appear almost
simultaneously with their increasing
opposi lion to freedom of choice in
other areas. Instead of inscribing on its
banner "Freedo.m of Choice in Cancer
Therapy," the Right-wing should raise
instead the banner of "freedo:r;n of
choice" period, thus inscribing the
principle involved. Why, after all,
should we permit freedom of choice in
this area, but not, say, in the case of so
called "recreational drugs", such as
marijuana, cocaine, and the opiates? If
they would come to understand· the
principle behind that question, it
would be a happy day indeed for the
advancement of individual 'liberty.

Libertarian Review commends' the
pro-Laetrile forces on their legal vic
tories, and wishes them the best, with
out taking a position on Laetrile one
way or the other. As for the medical
establishment, doctors must learn that
'superior knowledge is not a license to
violate individual rights. When they
learn that, public confidence in their
profession may begin to rise, as it sure
ly should. But first: freedom of choice,
doctors.

ruCCIILE'S UTOPIANISM

In the April 29, 1977 issue of National
Review, there is an article which simp
ly begs for comment: Jerome Tuccille's
"Goodby~ Utopia: The Failure of
Libertarianism." It comes from the
author of Radical Libertarianism, and
one-time Free Libertarian Party can
didate for governor of New York. So let
us take it up. .

The first question to be asked is:
What on earth is Jerry Tuccille doing
wri ting in the pages of National
Review? Once upon a time ago. Jerry
Tuccille knew that "A case can be
made that the conservatism of Buckley
is even more dangerous than that of
George Wallace and Robert Welch....
He has managed to cloak his Roman
authoritarianism under heavy layers of
convoluted verbiage." (New York
Times, 1/28/71)

About the same time, William F.
Buckley, Jr. was referring in print to
Tuccille. as "a semiliterate gentle-
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man." So, have the authoritarian con
servative and the semiliterate gentle
man joined forces to bury liber
tarianism? Apparently so, but the
reports of its death have been greatly
exaggerated.

Tuccille claims that while liber
tarianism was launched as a 'move
ment·in 1969, "Today, eight years after
its "inception, (it) has failed to emerge
as a major independent political move
ment in the United States.... Now it is
time to ask, Why? and to come up with
some honest answers."

What are those "answers"? As Tuc
cille catalogues them, they amount to a
virtual repudiation of the sum and sub
stance of libertarianism, to a perma- '
nent acceptance of the most vile
aspects of statism. "Libertarianism has
always been and continues to be hope
lessly utopian," he writes. How? By not
accepting as "permanent conditions"
of our lives such things as: public
schools, the income tax, fiat currencies,
and an interventionist foreign policy.
Concern with such things is just
another case of libertarians "talking
only to themselves."

This is said, you understand, about
the conclusions of some of the most
complex and subtle social-political
analyses to appear in this century. It is
said about a host of institutions and
policies all of which are in trouble in
today's reaction against "big govern
ment."

Important as his comments about
domestic institutions are, they are as
nothing compared to Tuccille's climax:
an attack on a noninterventionist
foreign policy. That is when the
chickens really come home to roost,
and we find out what, after all, Jerome
Tuccille is doing in the pages of
National Review.

"The military policy of most leading
libertarians would reduce the United
States to ... a 'giant Switzerland,' as
one libertarian thinker has phrased it,"
he complains. He adds then, with the
arrogance of a supposed foreign pol~cy

expert: "What this concept overlooks,
of course, is the fact that Switzerland's
neutrality is a luxury made possible
only by the existence of a powerful
United States acting as a deterrent to
an expansive totalitarian military
presence in the world.... (It) over
looks the presence of Soviet weapons
and Cuban troops in Africa and the
Communist intrusion into the political
affairs of Western democracies." It
also "fails to recognize the moral
superiority of the American system,
with all its shortcomings, to a total
itarian society-the Soviet Union-in
which the concept of individual rights
is not even considered."

This simple-minded attitude toward
the coinplexities of international af
fairs, supposedly constitutes "real..
ism;" this unthinking, uneducated
mouthing of conservative cliches is
trotted forth as opposed to the sup
posed "slogans" of libertarians. Really,
now, are we to take seriously this claim
that the Swiss have managed to remain
neutral in international conflicts only
because of American military might? Is
Tuccille totally unfamiliar with hun
dreds of years of Swiss history? Has l1e
never heard of World War II? Is this
the sort of jumbled slop which Tucci1)e
proposes t9 substitute for the sub'tle

o reasoning behind an advocacy of non-
o interventionism?

Moreover, what on earth does the
"moral superiority" of the American
political system vis a vis that of the
Soviet Union, have to do with pumping
.for American interventionism? Why
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should Cuban troops in Angola be rea
son enough to make us adopt an aggres-,
sive American foreign policy? Are we
to take seriously the claim that we are
"threatened" by the continual tribal
warfare among the African peoples?
Who is being "simplistic," reciting
mindless "slogans," now? One is
tempted to comment that when Wil
liam Buckley labelled Tuccille a "semi
literate gentleman," he was being
generous to a fault.

Yes, many libertarians have been
too "utopian" over the years, all-too
unconcerned with the facts of political
issues, though such a complaint comes
with ill grace from the author of a book
called Here Comes Immortality. But
libertarianism-the doctrine-is sober
ly realistic and tough-minded. It is for
that reason that libertarianism has
been spreading, in recent years, more
quickly than ever before, and is begin-

J ning to find its way into the public's
awareness. Changes will not come
instantaneously-that would be a truly
utopian expectation-but come they
will. Eight years is hardly any time at
all in the history of political affairs.

Tuccille has in fact taught us a les
son very different from the one he in
tended, and it will profit, us to name
what it is. J~rry Tuccille's fouf books
are-let us be frank-among the most
lightweight works in the entire liber
tarian corpus. He was never very well
informed when he was writing as, a
libertarian, and he isn't any better in
formed now that he makes his home in
the house organ of the anti-libertarian
Right. What can be learned from this is
that while' libertarianism is not uto
pian, it is utopian and unrealistic to ex
pect to remain a libertarian-parti
cular~y as a writer,-while avoiding the,
necessary hard work involved in
mastering the complexity of real-world
issues. Not understanding why we are
noninterventionists in the first place,
for example, is bound to lead to our not
remaining noninterventionists in a
crunch. Such is the case with Jerome
Tuccille.

It is really an old, old story: in order
to change the world, it is first necessary
to understand it. Utopianism is always
based upon ignorance. But if that is the
case, then Jerome Tuccille must be the
most utopian of all. '
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All of this has now culminated in an
article in the July issue of COMMEN
TARY magazine by Richard Pipes, a
leader of these forces, entitled "Why
the Soviet Union Thinks It Could Fight
and Win a Nuclear War," which The
New York Times found significant
enough to devote over twenty-six
column inches 'to summarize [NYT,
6/25/77], and which the prestigious
Washington Post reprinted in full.

In our view, the Libertarian move
ment ought to playa special role in op
posing such views. Not only are they
false, they are very dangerous as well,
and may well lead to new conflicts in
international affairs, with attendant
threats to individual liberty at home
and abroad.

Since it is Lmpossible to oppose such
views without adeq1}.ate information,
Libertarian Review intends to devote
several articles in the coming months
to summarizing' such conflicts, as well
as presenting the evidence given on
both sides. We will begin this lengthy
process in our November issue, with a
rebuttal to the Richard Pipes article
and an answer to the point of view

mE UBERTARIAN MOVEMENT AND which it represents, written by inter
national affairs expert Dr. Richard

AMERICAN FOREIGN POUCY Barnet of the Institute for Policy,
Studies. That will be the first in a

Since the end of the Vietnam War, a series which shall be published in
battle has~been raging within Ameri- several issues of LR. In the meantime,
can intellectual and policy making cir- those readers who are interested in the
cles over the future course and direc- subject should read essays giving
tion of American foreign policy. While something of a perspective on the sub
a significant segment of this elite is ject such as those by Les Aspin and
pressing for fewer foreign commit- Earl Ravenal in the Spring 1976 issue of
ments, a movement away from inter- Foreign Policy; "The Great Defense
ventionism, and reduced defense bud- Budget Debate," International Bulle-

_gets, a much larger and better organ- tin, April 9, 1976; Murray Rothbard's
ized segment is pushing for the exact "The IDefense Gap' Mythology/' in
<opposite. The Libertarian Forum, April 1976; and

Parading before the American peo- Daniel Yergen's excellent overview
pIe a host of scare stories about a new liThe Arms Zealots," in the June 1977
Soviet military buildup and supposed" issue of Harpers.
threat to American security, they are This debate is one of the most sig
pressuring the Carter administration to nificant in our time, for its outcome
increase the defense budget, increase will determine nothing less than the
tensions between the U.S. and Soviet future course of international rela
Union, and adopt a more belligerant tions. It is a debate that libertarians
tone in foreign P9licy. Groups like the cannot afford to miss.
American Security Council, the Com-
mittee on the Present Danger, and
magazines like COMMENTARY, have
been actively promoting this point of

, view. editorial cartoons by Paul Peter Porges
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496 IN THE FOOTSTEPS OF JESUS
W. E. Pax (Institute 01 Bible Research,
Jerusalem). Beautiful word-and-picture
journey. 122 gorgeous photographs-68
in breathtaking full color. Oversized 8~
x 10. Printed throughout on rich coated
stock. Informative text throws new light
on the Gospel narratives. $19.95

ANEW
CONSTITUTION

NOW
by HenrY,Hazlitt

Provocative ideas for a way
out of our crisis. "As lucid as

it is profound."
-John Chamberlain,

N. Y. Time.f. $8.95

462 THE COMING DEFLATION: ITS DAN
GERS-AND OPPORTUNITIES-C. V.
Myers. The famed financial maverick deliv
ers a. sobering message. $8.95

327 PLAIN TALK-ed. by Isaac Don Levine.
464-page anthology from the leading anti
Communist magazine of the 4Os. Features
star writers like Clare Boothe Luce, Ayn
Rand, Margaret Mitchell. $12.95 ,

Bill me for only 98; for all 4, plus shipping, and enter my membership in the Conservative
Book Club-the only book club expressly for political conservatives. 1 agree to buy 4 more
books in the next 18 months from among more than 150 to be offered-books on politics,
investing, religion, social issues, Communism, economics, conservative ideas. history, etc.
Mem6'ership entitles me to a free subscription to the Club Bulletin, which brims with book
bargains and offers me opportunities to get in touch with my fellow members. I am eligible to
buy Club books at discounts that range from 20% to 94% plus shipping. If 1 want a Selection,
1 do nothing; it will come automatically about a month later. If 1 don't want a Selection, or
if I prefer one of the several Alternates, 1 simply inform you on the handy form always
prOVided. I'll be offered a new Selection every 24 days-IS times a year. LR 109
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364 DOUBLE YOUR MONEY EVERY 3
YEARS-Gerald A/I/lel. Giant encyclopedia
of financial 'plans. for every investment need.
$25;00

426 TRADING SILVER-PROFITABLY -D.
Turner & S. H. Blinn. 13 computer-tested
methods-but none for the fainthearted.
$11.95

438 FROM UNDER THE RUBBLE-Alexandef
Solzhenitsyn. The greatest writer of our time
joins six other dissidents to score Red tyranny
-and Western liberalism. $8.95

289 KISSINGER ON THE COUCH - PIJ.l'lIi.f
Schlajly & Clze.fter Ward. 846 pages of
deadly indictment. $12.95

446 CONSERVATIVE VOTES, LIBERAL VIC
TORIES-Patrick J. Buchanan. How con
servatives can translate votes into public
policy. $7.95

372 VITAMIN B17: FORBIDDEN WEAPON
AGAINST CANCER-Michclel L. Culbert.
If this is the cure, why won't the bureaucrats
let us try it? $8.95

444 THE GODS OF ANTENNA - Bruce Her
schensohn. Insider's look at how the media
got Nixon. $7.95

382 GETTING RICH IN COMMODITIES,
CURRENCIES OR COINS-BEFORE OR
DURING THE NEXT DEPRESSION
Robert Vichas. Only for the sophisticated.
$14.95

470 THB-, COLLAPSE OF DEMOCRACY - 422 THE UNHOLY ALLIANCE - C. Gregg
Robert ~oss. "An intellectual and political Singer. Outspoken history of the National
event of the first importance."- National Council of Churches. $11.95
Review. $8.95 '

358 CONCEIVED IN LIBERTY: Vol. 1 _ 36 JFK: THE MAN " THE MYTH-Victor
Murra}' N. Rothbard. Readable libertarian Lasky. Classic political biography, and still
history of colonial America. $15.00 the best on Kennedy and the Clan. $9.95

4,58 CONCEIVED IN LIBERTY: Vol. 2-Murray 432 HOW THE EXPERTS BUY AND SELL
GOLD BULLION, GOLD STOCKS at

N. Rothbard. The American colonies, 1710- GOLD COINS-James E. Sinclair" Harr)'
1763. "Even better [than the first excellent D. Schultz. How to profif in up and down
volume)."-Modern Age. $12.95 . markets. $8.95

315 99 WAYS TO MAKE MONEY IN A DE- 332 WAKING UP THE GIANT _ Stefan T.
PRESSION-Gerald Appel. How to laugh at Pos.r;ony. Detailed, fresh approaches to anti-
hard times. $8.95 Communist strategy. $14.95 '

15 SUICIDE OF THE WEST~JamesBurnham. 296 THE FAILURE OF l'HE "NEW ECONOM-
What makes liberals that· way? This classic ICS"--Henry Hozli/l. Definitive refutation
gives the best answers yet. $7.95 of Keynes. $11.95

424 PAUL: ENVOY EXTRAORDINARY- 188 THE GODS OF ATHEISM - Vincent P.
Malcolm Muggeridge .. Alec Vidler. In the Miceli, S.J.. Searching indictments of Sartre.
steps of St. Paul, sparkling conversation and Cox, Comte, Marx, Heidegger, Robinson,
gorgeous color photos. $5.95 Tillich, etc. $12.50

r--OOuu~mE~li~K~W--1
165 Huguenot Street, New Rochelle, N.Y. 10801

Please send me FREE A New Constittdion Now plus
the 3 books whose numbers I have entered below:

in addition to your 3 for 98¢-when
you join the Conservative Book
Club and agree to buy 4 books at
Club discount prices over the
next 18 months

EXTRA FREE GIFT

494 THE HOLY BIBLE-Family Reading
Edition. Rich in valuable features: 67
color paintings by the great Tissot; 16
pages of daily Bible readings; Family
Record Section; 106-page Concordance
and Cyclopedia of Bible Facts; gold page
edges and stamping; over 1,200 pages;
large type; 7~ x 9~ luxury size: weighs
3 Ibs., IS oz.; quick guidance on what
Bible teaches-over 300 subjects; much
more! King James Version. $16.50

343 HOME OF THE BRAVE-John A. Carroll
& Odie B. Faulk. A wonderfully readable
Ilistory of America for patriots. Richly illus
trated. Over 400 pages. $12.95

349 PLAYING THE PRICE CONTROLS GAME
-Mark Skousen. How to outwit, even profit
from, the coming controls-legally. $9.95

180 McCARTHY " HIS ENEMIES-Wm. F.
Buckley. & L. Brent Bozell. Balanced, objec
tive, best book on the subject. 444 pages. $9.95

498 THE PLIGHT OF ENGLISH-B. Cottle. How
many of these mistakes are you making? $7.95

510 NONE DARE CALL IT WITCHCRAFT
Gary North. The curse of ancient peoples
arises to blight modern America. $8.95

157 WHO'S WHO IN GOLF:-Len Elliott ..
Barbara Kelly. Profiles 600 greats of yester
day and today. $8.95

338 'TWAS A FAMOUS VICTORY-Benjamin
Colby. How Allied lies in World War II lost
the peace. $7.95

567 FEELING ALIVE AFTER 65-Dr. R. B.
Taylor. Help for el'ery home medical prob
lem. $8.95

506 MY LIFE WITH LUDWIG VON MISES
Margit von Mise.f. Illustrated memoir by his
wife. $9.95

508 GROW OR DIE!-J. A. Weber. The myth
of overpopulation. $11.95

128 THE SOUTHERN TRADITION AT BAY
Richard M. Weaver. "Weaver's best, most
moving and interesting book."-National
Review. $8.95

486 AUTHORITY" ITS ENEMIES-Thomas
Molnar. "I have never seen the spirit that
afflicts liberal governors diagnosed better."
-M. J.Sobran, National Review. $7.95

478 LENIN IN ZURICH-Alexander Solzhen
itsyn. "Masterly fusion of history, biography
and the novelist's art."-Publishers Weekly.
"A fine literary achievement." - Wall St.
Journal. $8.95

337 THE LAST KENNEDY - Robert Sherrdl.
Teddy, Chappaquiddick and the big cover
up. "Devastating." - Library Journal. "A
small, sardonic masterpiece."-N.. Y. Times.
$8.95

472 THE COMING BREAKPOINT-Barry Gold
water. ". do think the nation has less than
ten years ..."-then Barry shows why. $8.95

488 JESUS CHRIST BEFORE HE BECAME A
SUPERSTAR-J. K. Fitzpatrick. Brilliant
young writer refutes the updaters-with the
words of Jesus Himself. $7.95

448 TOTAL INVESTING-Thomas J. Holt. This
method-not a gimmick-gained 18.5% per
year in 8 years of good and bad markets.
Can be used by any investor. $8.95

454 IF MEN WERE ANGELS-Sen. Jame., L.
Buckley. "This book adds a note of class to
the right."-New Republic. $8.95



BY WALTER GRINDER

• The International Scholarly Liber
tarian Movement i~ spreading
throughout the many nations. In
England there are the Adam Smith
Club, the Radical Libertarian Alliance,
and the Institute for Economic Affairs
(especially some of the younger people
affiliated with LE.A.). Instrumental in
working toward the development of
each of these organizations has been
one Professor Sudha Shenoy. Miss
Shenoy is truly an international liber
tarian phenomenon. In· addition to her
work in England, whe is a Fellow of the
Center for Libertarian Studies in New
York. She is also on the Editorial Board
of the Center's new academic journal,
the Journal for Libertarian Studies.
Professor Shenoy is now a Senior Lec
turer at the University of Newcastle in
Australia,. where she has once again
been instrumental in the formation of
yet another scholarly libertarian insti
tution. The Center for Independent
Studies is an independent institution
formed to promote basic research and
advanced study across a broad spec
trumof the humane sciences. With its
welcome addition to the world of liber
tarian scholarship, the scholarly liber
tarian movement takes another signifi
cant step forward.

We wish our colleagues from down
under well. For further information
write to Professor Sudha Shenoy, Eco
nomics Department, University of

. Newcastle, N.S.W., Australia.

• The Austrian Economics Program of
the combined efforts of the Institute for
Humane Studies and the William I.
Koch Foundation has thus far been the
most successful, sustained academic·
program within what could broadly be
called libertarian scholarship. David
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Theroux of the University of Chicago
has just finished directing the very
successful series of lectures on
Austrian economics at the U. of
Chicago. The last two lectures on the·
spring series have been given by J.
Huston McCulloch of Stanford Uni
versity and by Roger Garrison of the
University of Virginia. In mid-June
I.H.S. sponsored a two-week introduc
tory program in Austrian Economics at
Mills College in Oak~and, California.
About 35-40 top students attended. The
high point of this total program, though,
will be held at the Institute for
Humane Studies in Menlo Park, Cali
fornia. No less than twenty-five top
graduate students and young pro
fessors will assemble to do three full
months of independent research in
various areas .of the Austrian eco
nomics discipline. This investment in
Austrian economics is of crucial impor
tance. It is sure to payoff handsomely
in the months and years to come.

• Milton Friedman, Nobel Laureate
in economics and columnist for
Newsweek magazine, has written his
most hard-nosed libertarian editorial
yet. In his May 23rd column, Friedman
writes that Pre~ident Carter's energy
program is~ thrusting the nation's
economy into that of the Corporate
State. This is a solid and commendable
critique of the current proposal, and
Professor Friedman should be com
mended by us all and therefore the
criticism that follows should ,not make
my above pat on· the back appear to be
a left-handed compliment. It is not.
However, there is something about the
way that conservative/libertarians ap
proach an analysis that is disheart
ening. It is so. because the m~thod used
tends to be misleading. And this is so
because the perspective and method

are essentially ahistorical, i.e., theo
retical analysis stripped of its histori
cal context. It is as though the proposed
Department of Energy had simply ap-·
peared full grown out of either the mis
guided or the malevolent intentions of
government functionaries. Surely
adoption of the Carter policies would .
not "presage a major revolution" in the
energy industry. As Garet Garrett said
about similar experiences decad.es ago,
liThe Revolution Was." Only a critic
largely unaware of the last century's
history of intervention into America's
oil industry in particular and the
American economy in general could
imagine that such energy proposals are
but the result of bureaucratic expan
sionism and misconceptions foisted
upon an unwilling free-market-ori
ented industry. Surely the major
revolution would be a shift in the
direction of a truly free-market ap
proach to the American energy in
dustry. Where are the allusions to in
numerable instances of the industry's
elite, using the long arm of the State to
achieve their own interventionistic
ends? What about the long litany of
pleas for government-industry part
nership or interface between State and
Business? What about the long history
of prorationing? What about the Texas
Railroad Commission? What about the
Thornton BradShaw wing of the indus
try who have openly called for for
malizing and rationalizing the inter
ventionism into National Economic
Planning? Yes, Professor Friedman is
right to come down hard on the
formalization of the long history of
quasi-fascism in the oil industry, but he
has given. us only half the story and
therefore a misleading story. The eco
nomic analysis is important. The
historical context and the political-eco
nomic analysis are just as important
and probably more important for us to
achieve a more accurat~understand
ing of the growth of America's Cor
porate State. For ... those who are in-'
terested in understanding the long
history of interventionism in the oil in
dustry, I would suggest that they read
the following: John Ise's The. United
States Oil Policy, Gerald D. Nash's
United States Oil Policy 1890-1964;.and
John Blair's Control of Oil.
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• The Federal Commodity Futures
Trading Commission's harassment of
the Hunt family of Texas has been one
of the most blatant examples in recent
history of using the State apparatus to
achieve political ends.H.L. Hunt was a
great old maverick multimillionaire oil
tycoon who simply would not fit in with
the Eastern Establishment's view of
politics and political economy, either
domestic or international. Old man
Hunt used to stand up to the Govern
ment's intervention more than almost
any other well-known industrialist. His
sons N. Bunker Hunt and W. Herbert
Hunt seem to be cut out of the 'same
cloth as their father. They have en
gaged in a number of futures trading
undertakings in the last. several years.
N. Bunker has been particularly suc
cessful in trading in silver contracts,
many of which he has accepted. The
Hunts' most recent trading venture has
been a bold and I think a shrewd one in
soybeans. The CFTC has charged the
family with conspiring to manipulate
the market. You can be sure that if the
businessmen were a part of the Eastern
Elite rather than Texas .mavericks (and
a potential source of competition to the
East), they would not have been
singled out for such harassment. Can
you imagine the Hunts being charged if
their name had been Rockefeller? W.
Herbert is reported to have responded
that "If upon investigation I find that
the .prices of soybean futures have
been, are now or become artificial due
to the action -of the commission, its
memhers or personnel, I will charge
the CFTC with manipulation." Hoo
ray! The Hunts appear to deserve the
moral support of all those interested in
supporting the right to trade freely.

• New Times has recently begun a
new column- IiDollar Signs" by A.
Gallatin. In the may 27 issue, M. Gal
latin discuDses the alarmingly growing
national debt. Among other. things he is
concerned wi th the growth of the per
centage of the debt held by foreigners.
M. Gallatin has yet to convince me that
it makes much of a difference as to who
holds the debt-wealthy American's or
wealthy foreigners. He makes the im
portant point, though, that the be
leaguered American taxpayer ends up
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paying his taxes to support the wealthy
American bondholder at home and the
Arab coupon-clipping Shieks abroad.
Gallatin's columns. should. prove in
teresting to libertarians during the
coming weeks and months. Also, New
Times' pages often contain some very
good, hard-hi tUng muckraking.

• A Radical Constitutionalist is al
ways a delight to find, particularly if he
is in the tradition of others such as J.
Allen Smith, John W. Burgess and Felix
Morley, who believe that the constitu
tion is meant to protect the people from
the intrusions of government, rather
than as a sanctification of anything the
government decides to do. Professor
Leon Wein seems to be just such a man.
This Jeffersonian anti-public debt cru
sader is a professor of law at Brooklyn
Law School. According to articles in
both the New York Times (April 3) and
New York magazine (May 9), Wein has
no less than eight suits against various
New York State financing agencies.
More are on the way. He has yet to win,
but his suits are developing an im
portant history of legal cases. Wein and
a colleague, William J. Quirk of South
Carolina Law School, have written a
series of articles in the Cornell Law
Review and the Empire State Report
on the legality of State finances. These
articles should be studied both by
libertarian scholars and lawyers and
by the various libertarian strategists. It
seems that libertarians could gain a
great deal by playing on the following
Wein-and-Quirk theme: IIDebt is ir
repealable. While a bad law can
always be repealed, a bad debt cannot
be ... A democratic government, to the
extent that it borrows, becomes less
democratic. The government's future
revenues belong to the bondholders,
not to the taxpayers, whose work will
produce them." (quoted in the New
York article). I think that both M. Gal
latin and Professors Wein and Quirk
would be interested in reading the
writings of libertarian Frank Chodorov
on the matters of State finance and
debt. It would not hurt for libertarians
to go back and re-read Chodorov's bril
liant essay, "Don't Buy Government
Bonds" in Out of Step and, of course,
his important 1954 book The Income
Tax: Root of All Evil.

• The Center for Libertarian
Studies (200 Park Ave. South, Suite
911, New York, N.Y. 10003) has
released the first two in its series of
Occasional Papers under the able
editorship of Richard M. Ebeling.
Number One is an excelleilt work by
Lawrence H. White, "Methodology of
the Austrian School." In it White gives
an introductory overview of the
methodological insights of C. Menger,
E. Bohm-Bawerk and F. Wieser, L.
Mises, F.A. Hayek and I.M. Kirzner
and M.N. Rothbard. Number Two is
French Classical Liberal Gustave de
Molinari's liThe Production of
Security." In this fine translation by].
Huston McCulloch, de Molinari ex
tends libertarian market analysis to the
area of police and the courts. A real
eye-opener, straight from the Classical
Liberal tradition. Each of these papers
is $1.50. Forthcoming later in the year
are Number Three, a reprint of M.N.
Rothbard's classic "Toward a Recon
struction of Utility and Welfare Eco
nomics," and Number Four, a collec
tion of essays by Roger Alexander, Roy
A. Childs and Joseph Stromberg under
the title of "The Political Economy of
Liberal Corporativism." Each of these
latter two papers will cost $2.50. The
first two issues of the Center's new aca
demic journal, The Journal of Liber
tarian Studies, edited by Murray N.
Rothbard, have also been published
and released. Volume One No. One in
cludes articles by W.M.. Evers on Con
tract Theory; by R.E. Barnett, R.A.
Childs, M.N. Rothbard, J.T. Sanders on
Robert Nozick's book Anarchy, State
and Utopia; by W.E.' Grinder and J.
Hagel IlIon State Capitalism. Volume
One, No. Two includes articles by J.R.
Peden on Property in Celtic Irish Law;
by L. Mises, B. Leoni and E.Frola on
Mathematics and Economics; by W.'
Block on Professors Coase and D~n-,

seti and Property Rights; by J. Sneed
on the Market Defense Agencies; by
A.W. Green on Egalitarianism; by G.P.
O'Driscoll on Hayek's Spontaneous
Order. This quarterly journal is $20 per
year. These addi lions to academic
libertarianism are indeed welcome. I
can't think of any addi tion to the move
ment that will have more important
long-run results than the Center's new
journal.
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RFASON WATCH
ByMurmy N. Rothbard

The July issue of REASON has a new
format, which improves the layout of
the publication. But what about the
content? Unfortunately, on that
ground, the new REASON seems to be
worse than the old.

Let us examine some of the articles
in REASON's July issue, to see. what
they are all about. First, one John Kizer
attacks Thomas Szasz's libertarian
denunciation of involuntary mental
hospitalization. Kizer analogizes that
just ·as the unconscious victim of an
auto wreck can be justifiably "invol
untarily" treated by a doctor, a treat
'men'! that will be really voluntary after
the patient wakes up, so too can the
schizophrenic or paranoiac be' invol
untarily - "really" voluntarily 
treated. Except that the schizophrenic
and paranoiac are awake .and con
scious, thank you, and are clearly not
assenting! And, should an opponent of
medical therapy wake up from his acci
dent and demand Out, his demand,
however odd, must be granted. But
what of the similar demand of the men
tal patient? At any rate, whether sound
or unsound, the point is that Mr.
Kizer's article is explicitly anti-liber
tarian.

Then there is the crazed article
from Canada, by one A. Michael
Keerma, which Red-baits to an extent
that would not even be tolerated by
National Review or Human Events.
First, there is the ludicrous charge that
the Parti Quebecois and Quebec
Premier Rene Levesque are Com
munists run by the Soviet KGB. There
is not even a coming to grips in the
Keerman article with the libertarian
view that secession is a per se liber
tarian act, being the dismantling of a
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state into constituent parts. But just
when I thought that Keerma would be
calling for an all-out defense of the
Canadian nation-state against the
Quebec separtists, I find that the
author's Red-baiting has boxed him
into a peculiar corner: for, accQrding to
Keerma, Canadian Prime Minister
Pierre Trudeau is himself a Communist
and KGB tool.

It is incredible that this sort of
drivel can appear in a responsible
magazine. The truth is that neither
Trudeau nor Levesque are Com
munists or Soviet agents; they are
simply, like nearly every other politi
cian in the "free world," moderate
socialists, which is bad enough, but
hardly a call for the U.S. to become em
battled, in Keerma's words, in "a war
to determine the fate of the free
world." Or are we to nuke Britain, run
by moderate socialist Callaghan?

But we have not yet come to the
heart of this issue of REASON, which
is supposed to present both sides of the
interventionism-non-interventionism de
bate. At first sight, this aim seems a
legitimate, even a noble one, suitably,
democratic and free-inquiry-ish. But,
on second thought, what gives here?
Why are there not debates in REASON
presenting both sides of the issue on
abolishing OSHA, price controls, the
draft, and whatnot? Why is there no ar
ticle praising Communism? After all,
REASON is not supposed to be a de
bate magazine, but a journal devoted to
liberty, that is, a journal committed to a
certain world outlook. Would it pub
lish a debate on the merits and de
merits of mass-murder? But then, of
course, it has now done just that, with
more space and passion devoted to the

pro-mass murder side.1

Earl Ravenal's pro-isolationist arti
cle, flNon-Intervention: A Libertarian
Approach to Defense," is brilliant and
persuasive, but it is an account that
gets neither into the historical back
ground and current nature of the Cold
War nor into the philosophic principles
involved. .

To counter Ravenal, there are not
one but two articles. R.J. Rummel's
"Wishful Thinking is No Defense: A
Political Scientist Challenges Liber
tarian Foreign Policy 'Myths," is a
hopped-up, ranting, boobish replay of
the most absurd myths of the Cold War.
The second, "Permissible Defense," by
philosopher Eric Mack, is a lengthy,
confused, rambling article which, in
the manner of all-too-many libertarian
philosophers, discourses, on important
empirical problems, though armed
with no facts whatsoever. One conclu
sion emerges from the Mack morass:
that isolationism is not, must not, can
not be, a principle of libertarianism.

Eric Mack uses a device employed
by all too many libertarians: of holding
the ideal free market anarchist"system
or a limited government as virtually
equivalent to the current State-riden
system. Thus, he points out quite cor
rectly, that isolationism makes no
sense as a principle for a free-market
protective agency; he leaps from there
to the conclusion that, at least for an
anarchist, it cannot be a binding princi
ple for the State either. But for an
anarchist, the existing State is not a
benign jf a bit overly cumbersome sur- '
rogate for a free-market protection
agency. The State is organized crime,
murder, theft, and enslavement incar
nate. And even for laissez-faire
liberals the existing State should be
tarred with the same dire labels.

Isolationism is not a principle for
free-market defense agencies because
there would be no nation-State and
therefore no foreign policy for any
one to worry about. But we live, unfor
tunately, in a worJd of nation-States, in
which each State ha's, arrogated to it
self a monopoly of the use of violence
over its assumed territorial area.
Therefore, to limit the aggressive use
of the State, to limit State violence over
innocent people as much as po!sible,
the libertarian, be he an anarchist or a
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laissez-loire liberal, necessarily ar
rives at the vIew that at least each State
should confine its operations to that
area where it has a monopoly of
violence, so that no inter-State clashes,
or, more importantly, injuries wreaked
by State A on the population of State B,
will be able to occur. The latter point is
particularly important in the days of
modern technology when it is virtually
impossible for State A to fight State B
without gravely injuring and murder
ing large numbers of civilian innocents
on both sides. Therefore, "isolation
isn" -the confinemen t of Sta te
violence to its own territory-is an im
portant libertarian precept, whether
for an anarchist or not. Limiting
government to its own territory is the
foreign policy analogue of the domestic
injunction of the laissez-faire liberal
that the State not interfere with the
lives of its own subjects. And isola
tionism becomes all the more impor
tant in our modern age of advanced
technological weaponry.

There is an important philosoph
ical error which Mack makes about
freemarket defense agencies which is
quite relevant to our concerns. He
maintains that if A uses B as an inno
cent shield to aggress against C, it is
perfectly legitimate for C to shoot B.
The problem here is that Mack forgets
about the rights of B. Suppose, after all,
that Bhas hired his own defense
agency sworn to defend his life and
property,. and that, for some empirical
reason, the agency can't get to A; would
it not then be perfectly legitimate for B
or his agent to shoot C in self-defense?
The answer, of course, is yes. The error
committed by Mack is to concentrate
on one person, C, and to worry about
what C's moral course of action may
be, while forgetting about B. On a
deeper level, Mack's error-also
engaged in by many others, of course
is to confuse morality and rights, that is
to be concerned about what actions of
C mayor may not be moral while ignor
ing what the rights are of the various
parties in the given situation. To put it
succinctly, it may well be that in the
shield situation, it is moral for C to
shoot B in order to save his own life;
but even though moral, it is also
murder, and a violation of B's rights.
This error stems from Mack's unfor-
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tunate view that rights as such all dis
appear in emergency, "lifeboat" situa
tions.

Thus, the political philosopher
should not be concerned with morality
per se; he should be concerned with
that subset of morality dealing with
rights.

More specifically, in pondering
various situations, real or hypothetical,
the political philosopher should be
solely concerned with the question:
where is it legitimate to use forte, and
by whom? Or, which use of force is a
criIrtinal invasion of rights, and which
a legitimate defense of rights? The
political philosopher is, or should be, a
sort of "Lone Ranger," or a surrogate
for a Universal Defense Agency, called
upon by X and Y to enter into each of
their defenses in a violent or non
violent dispute, the Political Philoso
pher-Universal Defense Agency must
ponder: who is using aggressive force,
and who is defending himself, in this
siutation? Or rather, whom must I de
fend against whom? In the above situa
tion, he determines that A is an aggres
sor violating the rights of Band C, but
that if C decides to shoot B, then the
Political Philosopher-Universal De
fense Agent is duty bound to defend B
against C's aggression, even if C's ac
tion may be considered moral on an
other level.

It should be noted that no local
police force acts on Mackian premises;
no police agency not considered mon
strous, for example, sprays an inno
cent crowd with a machine-gun in
order to shoot a criminal, or bombs an
entire block where it knows a criminal
is hiding. But, at any rate, even if Mack
were right on this point, it would not be
relevant to our foreign policy theme,
since one of the major points of an iso
lationist policy is precisely that it is the
only one to minimize and avoid injury
to innocent civilians.

We turn from confusion to rant, and
dangerous rant at that. In the name of
"realism," R.J. Rummel pulls one fan
tastic blooper after another. There are
so many it is difficult to know where to
begin. There is the spectacle of an al
leged foreign policy expert claiming
that East Germany had a developed
economy before 1945, or the North
Vietnam was less economically devel-

oped than the South. There is the usual
,statistical baloney of claiming that
Soviet mili tary expenditures are
higher than ours by using dollar rather
than ruble comparisons. There is the
unusual baloney of claiming that the
American nuclear arsenal; which can
kill most of the population of the Soviet
Union in a second strike, could only
kill 4 per cent of that population. There
is the breathtakingly casual dismissal
of historical causation~ Rummel claim
ing that it doesn't matte.r if the U.S. was
largely responsible for launching the
Cold War, since we are now threatened
by Russia. But if U.S. actions were res
ponsible in the first place, then per
haps our actions can end this alleged
threat.

Worst of all is Rummel's equivocal
and misleading us~ of language, which
for an alleged libertarian is un
forgivable. Bear in mind that if liber
tarians understand anything, it is the
conceptual distinction between an in
itiation of aggressive violence,' and the
use of propaganda or persuasion. Then
let us turn to R.J. Rummel:

Clearly were we attacked by Soviet military
forces our government would have to be
given more power to counter this threat and
defend the freedoms we do have. We could
not wait for private initiatives: adequate
defense would require our accepting more
centralized state government command and
control.

We are precisely in this situation. We are
under attack, although by all means short of
nuclear war. And we ar~ losing.

Now what in the world does this
mean? Under attack, by all means
short of nuclear war, eh? Have you
heard of conventional bombers drop
ping bombs recently on San Francisco,
Chicago, or New York? ,Have our ships
been attacked by Russian planes or
battleships? What is this drivel?

Later in his piece,· Rummel, perhaps
explaining this alleged "war" situation,
states that th,e "Soviet elite constantl,y
reiterate their goal of defeating cap
italism everywhere (which goal th~y

call peaceful coexistence.)" Rumntel
apparently has no inkling of the mean
ing of the ra ther charming term
"peaceful coexistence," It means that
the Soviets will refrain from tpilitary
aggression across borders, relying on
the supposedly inevitable internal shift
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Murray Rothbard is the editor of the Liber
tarian Forum and contributing editor of LR.

1. With seeming neutrality in the debate,
REASON's editors offer a list of books on
foreign policy to interested readers. Yet
everyone of the recommendations is right
wing and interventionist, ranging from Rum
mel himself to the American Enterprise In
stitute and the Hoover Institution. There's
IIboth sides" with a vengeance.

to Marxist regimes within each of the
. other countries-Let relying on propa

ganda. rather than inter-State military
clashes. In short, there is no "war," in
any sense which the libertarian, in
deed, which any rational person,
would find meaningful.

Let us dwell a bit further on Rum
mel's obscene willingness to hand over
still more power to the American State.
In addition to the above quotes, he
writes: "In the short term, we may
'need to increase the state's power in
some areas to preserve our ability to
move eventually toward the libertarian
goal. This is seen no better than in
foreign policy." Since Rummel likes to
dwell on Reds under the bed, I might
point out that this gibberish was
precisely Stalin's rationale for max
imizing State power in Russia while
supposedly on the"road to the State's
"withering away." This is the imbecile
dialectic: Yes, of course, we want the

. State to wither away, but that's only in
the long run (very long); in the mean
time, in order to achieve that goal, we
have to increase State power sharply.
Rummel, meet Stalin.

There is more, much mQre, in Rum
mel. There is the standard Wilsonian
nonsense that dictatorships are always
aggressive in foreign affairs while
democracies, or freer countries, are
not-simply not true either way, and
an example of a priori history at its
worst. There is Rummel's horror at the
idea of the "gradual Finlandization" of
the world, which, characteristically, he
equates with satellization or absorp
tion into the Soviet Union. But what's
wrong with being a Finland? Indeed,
Rummel could profitably study the
Finnish case, ifhe should ever come to
think that modern history is important.
For the Russians occupied Finland
after it joined Germany' in attacking

,Russia, just as the Soviets occupied the
rest of Eastern Europe after World War
II for the same reason. Yet how is it
that Russia pulled out of Finland, and
left it be, while the rest of Eastern
Europe became Sovietized? Did the
Soviet Devil nod when considering
Finland? Did diabolism sleep? The ac
tual answer is that, in contrast to the
other Eastern European countries,
Finland, under the direction of Julio
Paasikivi, was willing to renounce enti-
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Soviet foreign adventurism loud and, threat to the life and liberty of the
,clear. Given' that commitment, the world's population.
Soviets didn't really care about the There are two essential policies,
domestic systems of the various therefore, for libertarians to push upon
countries. Unfortunately, there was no the American State: a 'policy of
equivalent statesman in Poland, Hun- "isolationism," of non-intervention
gary, et. aI., to give a similar commit- into the territory of other States; and to
ment. ~ , pressure it into genuine negotiations, at

Also, Rummel, a supposed liber- 'long last, for mutual nuclear disarma
tarian, comes out not only against ment with inspection. The fact that
Western governmental aid to Russia, Soviet Russia butchers many of its own
but also against-trade-presumably he citizens is monstrous and important,
is in favor of outlawing such trade, but is irrelevant to the question of
again not realizing that trade benefits foreign policy, and to the threats to
both parties to an exchange. human liberty that lie in such policies.

And in claiming a total power for For it is not the function of any State,
terror tactics, in asserting that majority including the U.S., to right the sins of
support is no longer needed for a State, the Decalogue, to spread fire and
Rummel fails to explain why it is that devastation in order to bring freedom
Batista terror, why South Vietnamese around the globe-as we murdered
terror, backed up by the murder of countless Vietnamese in the name of
over a million Vietnamese peasants by their "freedom." And, above all, we
American bombers, why that terror must realize that nuclear war is a far
tailed to work. Anyone who under- bigger threat to liberty than Com
stands the principles and. history of munism. How's that for libertarian
guerrilla warfare knows that the essen- "realism"?
tial condition for guerrilla victory is In short, libertarians must realize
support by the mass of the population; that just as, for them, Liberty must be
lacking that support, the population in- the highest political end, in the same
forms on the guerrillas, and, as in the way, peace and the avoidance of mass
case of Che Guevara in Bolivia, the bat-~ murder must be the' highest end of
tIe is swiftly over. foreign policy.

The central error in this farrago by We may hope that this issue of
Rummel is his repeated assertion that REASON does not prove a harbinger of /
Statism=Communism, and that there- its future course. REAS.ON has long
fore the central confrontation of our had an unfortunate tendency to define
time is betweeq liberty and Com- the scope of Libertarianism so broadly
munism. In fact, however, the single/ and so fuzzily as to leave it drifting in a
most important enemy of liberty is zone somewhere between Libertar
mass murder. Communist governments ianism and Conservatism. Yet, as the
murder their citizens, but nuclear war- case of foreign policy demonstrates so
fare would murder far, far more, in- well, in issue after vital issue, Liber
deed, the entire human race itself. And tarianism is not somewhere near
so the greatest enemy of liberty in our Conservatism, but its polar opposite
time, our realistic enemy, if you please, and mortal foe. It is high time for Liber
is nuclear war, by whichever State tarians to sharpen their knowledge of
launches it. And, empirically, every the critical gulf between themselves
considera tion-from the continuing and Conservatism.
refusal of the U.S. to abjure first use of
nuclear we.apons, to our refusal .to
agree to our own proposal for mutual
general and complete disarmament,
(with inspection) after Russia accepted
it in 1955, to the chilling fact that the
U.S. and only the U.S. is developing
prec!ise nuclear missiles that could 'be
used for a first nuclear strike-leads to
regarding the U.S. Stale, rather than
the Soviet Union, as the major nuclear
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Six leading libertarians on .one cassette
tape!
D Alan Bock, Karl Hess, E. Scott Royce,

Dr. Peter Breggin, Charles Morgan and
Murray Rothbard
What is the "State" of our Union?

An alternative "State of the Union" event '
with six distinguished libertarian speakers. I
An important tape-and a remarkable bar- I
gain. Tape #410 (107 min.) 511.50

How to Treat Kids Uke People!
D Dr. Peter Breuin

Raising Children as Equals
Psychiatrist-author Peter Breggin outlines
a revolutionary alternative to traditional
views of parent-child relations. Neither
regimentation nor "permissiveness," Dr.
Breggin's approach is based upon the
recognition that children are independent
beings with the same needs and rights as
adults. Here is an individualist approach
to child-raising-in an atmosphere of
reason, love, and mutual respect. Tape
'398 ('61 min.) 510.95

o Murray Rothbard, Tile Future of Libertarian
ism, Tape #216 (85 min.) $10.95

o Arthur ~henfield, Ph.D., Consumerism: A
Reply to Nader and His Raiders, Tape #320
(116 min.) $12.50

Recommended ! ID Dr. Nathaniel Branden
How to Communicate Political Ideas I

Dr. Branden explains how libertarians can

Ipersuade others in a constructive manner.
This tape is a "must" for every libertarian.
Tape #731 (55 min.) $9.95
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, in mike, automatic tape shut-

• off. Only $44.95 with tape orde:.
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To order tapes, just check your selections
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Rush me the tape(s) I've checked above. 1
understand that if I'm not completely satis-
fied, I may return the recording(s) within
three weeks and receive a full refund.
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Address
City State ___ Zip__

Enclosed is my check 'or money order (or
$ . Or, charge my:
o BankAmericard o Master Charge

o American Express
Card number
Expiration date
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....,a..IIfi'
AF202 901 N. Washington, St.

Alexandria VA 22314

L.J Ludwig von Mises
Why Socialism Always Fails

The dean of Austrian economics describes
the nature of society based on the principle
of socialism, and contrasts it with society
under the principle of free market ex
change. He exposes the inherent weak
nesses of socialism, tells why many people
unwisely advocate it, and outlines how the
free market helps men acheive their goals.
Tape #155(86 min.) 510.95

L.J Henry Hazlitt, Economics in One Lesson,
Benjamin A. Rogge, Is Economic Freedom
Possible?, Tape #106 (61 min.) $10.50

o Karl Hess, The Psychology of the Ruling
Class, Tape #422 (54 min.) $9.95

D John Hospers, The Libertarian Tempera
ment, Tape #200 (50 min.) $9.95

D Barbara Branden, Efficient Thinking, Tapes
#701-710 (15 hrs.) $10S.00

D Nathaniel Branden, Basic Principles of Ob
, jectivism, Tapes #561-580 (24 hrs.) $180.00

D Nathaniel Branden, Ph.D. New Lectures on
the Psychology of Self-Esteem, Tape #621
640 (26 hrs.) $188.95

New! U Robert LeFevre, Coming' Alive, Tape #403
o George H. Smith (74 min.) $10.50

The Reasonableness of Atheism 0 Roger L. MacBride, Roger MacBride Dis-
In this explosive recording, George Smith cusses the Libertarian Par,ty Platform, Tape
levels a devastating attack against religion #446 (47 min.) $9.95
and faith. Smith is author of the highly- 0 Murray Rothbard, Introduction to Free
praised book Atheism: The Case Against Market Economics (complete course); Tapes
God. Tape 450 (57 min.) 59.95 #301-316 (22 hrs.) $160.00................-.......---.-.-...
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I COilS TO llfl! .
I Bring libertarian issues and principles alive with, these conditional money-back guarantee. If you're not com-
I exciting talks and interviews. Recorded on the spot, they pletely satisfied with your purchase, simply return the

I
capture all the realism and spontaneity of the' original tape or tapes within three weeks and we'll send you a full
event. And they're a quick, painless way to acquire the refund-no questions asked.

I "intellectual ammunition" you need to defend your con- Scan the list below. Aren't there several selections you'd
I victions. like to hear right now? '

!
Audio-Forum's libertarian, cassettes come with an un-
"The best convention ever!" was the D Nathaniel, Ph.D. Basic Relaxation and Ego-

verdict of many delegates. If you were for- strengthening Program, Tape #599 (25 min.)
tunate enough to have been there, you can $10.00
relive your favorite moments on tape. If D Nathaniel Branden, Ph.D., An Exercise
you missed out, here's your chance to hear Self-Discovery, Tape #541 (43 min.) $9.95
the highlights of "The Second Libertarian 0 ' Nathaniel Branden, Ph.D., Introduction
Revolution." to Objectivism, Tape #560 (87 min.) $10.95
D All 18 tapes at a 15lJlo discount, 5154.00. D Nathaniel Branden, The Psychology of
D Roger MacBride's Banquet Address. Romantic Love, Tapes #601-616 (19 hrs.)

tape 731 (51 min.) 59.95 $144.00
D Nathaniel Branden tells How to Com- D Peter Breggin, M.D., Libertarian Founda-

municate Political Ideas. Tape 731 (5!: tions for Personal Conduct &. Happiness,
min.) 59.95 D Edith Efron,' The News Twisters, Tape #187

o Welcome Address: Ed Crane and Roger (85 min.) $10.95
MacBride. Tape 733 (15 min.) $8.95 D Howard Katz, The Gold Standard: A New

D History of the Modern Libertarian Strategy, Tape #428 (81 min.) $10.95
Movement: Ralph Raico. Tape 734 (41 Tape #267 (72 min.) $10.50
min.) 59.95 D Roy Childs, Legalizing Hard Drugs, Tape

o The CIA-FBI Threat to Privacy: Morton #336 (40 min.) $9.95
Halperin. Tape 736 (53 min.) 59.95 D Jerome Tuccille, Futurism & Libertaria'nism,

D A Non-Interventionist Foreign Policy: Tape #359 (51 min.) $9.95
Earl C. Ravenal. Tape 737 (65 min.) 0 Wollstein, Jarret, and Dr. Lawrence Burns,
510.50 Is Government Necessary?, Tape #440 (56

D Natural Rights: Eric Mack. Tape 738 min.) $9.95
(44 min.) 59.95 ~---------~----I

o The Logic of International Diplomacy: Nobel Prize Winner!
David Freidman. Tape 739 (40 min.) D Friedrich A. Hayek
59.95 U.S. Policy Guarantees Inftation

o The Middle East. Tape 740 (71 min.) On his first visit to the United States after
510.50 receiving the Nobel prize, the world's fore-

D Libertarianism and Feminism. Tape 741 most free market economist addressed a
(58 min.) 59.95 Washington audience on the contemporary

D Libertarianism and Social Philosophy: international and political situation. A man
Tibor Machan. Tape 741 (37 min.) who has seen it coming for thirty years up-
'59.95 dates his predictions about inflation and

D Libertarian Morality: 'John Hospers. unemployment, and presents his concep-
Tape 743 (64 min.) 510.50 tion of a new political order that might

o Lobbying for Libertarianism. Tape 744 lead Western civilization back to monetary
(31 min.) 59.95 and political sanity. Tape #300 (38 min.)

D Defending the Undefendables: Walter 59.95
BI~ck. Tape 745 (51 min.) 59.95

D Austrian Economics Tape 746 (68 min.)
510.50

o Integrating' 'Psychology and Politics:
Peter R. Breggin. Tape 747 (63 min.)
510.50

[J A Libertarian View of the American
Revolution: William Marina. Tape 748
(48 min.) 59.95'

o Benediction: Murray Rothbard. Tape
749 (33 min.) 59.95



THE TAX ISSUE IN THE 95TH CONGRESS
By Bruce Bartlett

Americans are protesting high taxes in
record numbers today. A recent Harris
Survey showed that 70 percent now
feel that "taxes in this country are un
reasonable;" 66 percent feel that taxes
have reached "the breaking point;" 85
percent feel that "politicians promise
tax relief before election and do
nothing about it when elected;" and 69
percent complain that their standard of
living is being hurt by high taxes.

Although Congress has not legis
lated a general tax increase since
Presid.ent Johnson imposed a surtax
during the . Vietnam War, the Ameri
can people are becoming more and
more aware of the secret increase in
taxes resulting from inflation. Because
our income tax system is steeply gradu
ated, when inflation increases nomi
nal (money) incomes indi'viduals pay
more than a proportional increase in
taxes. If the purchasing power of their
nominal income has not increased, due
to higher prices, this can represent a
very substantial real increase in taxes.

Most Members of Congress do not
like to admit it, but the. Federal
Government relies heavily on the addi
tional revenues derived from infla
tion's effect on the tax system. In fact,
the revenue derived from a given rate
of inflation is rather precise: approxi
mately 1.2 percent for every 1 percent
increase in the price level, according to.
the Congressional Budget Office. This
means that if inflation goes up by 10
percent this year-as it is very likely to
do-Federal tax revenues will go up by
more than $40 billion.

On top of this indirect increase in
taxes, President Carter has proposed
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significant direct tax increases for
Social Security and energy conserva
tion. The increase in taxes on energy
alone are expected to directly increase
taxes by $70 billion per year by 1988,
according to Dr. Jack Carlson of the
U.S. Chamber of Commerce. if one
also computes the additional taxes
which will be derived indirectly from
inflation caused by the energy pack
age, this figure increases to $85 billion
per year. This adds up to over $1,000
per year for every family in America.

President Carter claims that the
energy tax revenues will be returned to
the American people in the form of tax
rebates. However, he has admitted, "I
can't certify today that every nickel of
the taxes collected will be refunded to
the consumers." Thus many observers
feel that the President intends to use a
considerable amount of the energy tax
money either for new spending pro
grams, such as national health in
surance, or to keep his campaign
promise of balancing the Federal bud-

.get by the ·end of his first term.
Ironically, the President's plan to

balance the budget through increased
taxes may· actually have the opposite
effect and reduce revenues, by slowing
economic growth, while increasing ex
penditures. As Professor Arthur Laffer
of the University of SOl,1thern Cali
fornia recently noted, ill testimony
before the Joint Economic Committee.

It is ... quite possible that the entire pro
gram wilt when combined with existing
taxes and spending programs, lead to re- I

duced overall reenue and markedly higher:
spending. Deficits will most likely be in
creased as a result of the overall program.

The ~asori;forthis is>simple:taxes
are fun~imentallya disincentive. The
higher::laxes are the .less .incentive
there is to work, produce, and invest.
At some point people will stop in
vesting in productive enterprises alto
gether and put all their money into tax
free municipal bonds, or stop work and
live on savings or welfare.

That point is hard to calculate,
because it·. depends on the marginal
rate of taxation-the tax on each ad
ditional dollar that is earned-rather
than the average level of taxation.
Whichever way you look' at it, though,
the United States is way beyond the
threshholds ofeither standard. Margi
nal rates go up to 70 percentof income
and are affecting more and more peo
ple every day as inflation increases
nominal incomes. Thus in the early
1960s only 3 percent of all tax returns
were affected by marginal rates over
30 percent; today'nearly one third are.
The proportion of government expen
ditures as a percentage of National In
come has increased from 33 percent as
recently as 1965 to 43 percent today.

Consequently, the government is
very likely to increase its tax revenues,
rather than decrease them, by a reduc
tion in tax rates. It will increase the in
centive. to work, produce, and invest,
expanding the nation's economic base,
and do more to get people out of tax
shelters and off unemployment com
pensation than anything else the gov
ernment could do.

Of course, fundamentally, the gov
ernmen\t has no moral right to takeany-,
one's income without their consent. But
short of a revolution the income tax is
not going to disappear, or even be
reduced, unless the majority of people
are convinced that they have more to
gain, in increased take-home pay, than
lose in government benefits. By making
the argument that a reduction in taxes
can lead-to enough economic growth to
offset the loss in tax revenue, you can,
in effect, promise the people tax relief
without a loss in government benefits~

since more revenue will result from an
expansion of the tax base itself. This is
an argument which can and must .be
made before high taxes· destroy the ..
economic system altogether.
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MORE USEFUL ADVICE

• A U.S. bank that offers (','e'J',hing free: free checking,
free travelers checks. free money orders. free notary service
... plus 24-hour withdrawal service. lower interest rates on
loans. and discounts on merchandise. restaurants and
entertainment.

You would be surprised how many of these incredible
otlers you can take advantage of. depending on where you live.

The /977 Insider's Bunking Ami Credit AlmanQc really
delivers pract\cal advice. Here's a few more ideas you can use

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
After reading this book, if you are not completely satisfied. or feel

that our claims for the material are not entirdy justified. simply return
it within two weeks for a full refund. No questions asked.

/1I.';ider's Almanac doesn't just cover bankinR in the U.S. A special
t'hapter provides full details on fantastic banking se..vic~s abroad:

-u..s. Dollar AccoullIs ill CClfladt4 These safe. government-authorized
t'hecking accounts pay interest (anywhere from 3% to 10%). Your money
t'an be withdrawn at any time. Accounts are in U.S. dollars-not Canadian
dollars. Also shows you how to earn over 10% on Canadian savings
accounts.

-12% ill Mexico: Risk alld Reward. How safe are Mexican accounts
after the devaluation? Is it still safe to put money in dollar accounts in
Mexican investment hanks?

-13% .in European SU\·illgs Accoums. Plus. how Americans have
earned over 30% a year in Swiss savings accounts without doing a thing!

-How to Avoid Exorbitam Foreign Exchange Rates. Numerous tips
for travelers on how to elude exchange controls.

INFORMATION YOU CAN USE AT HOME
Tire 1977/nsider 's Almallucoffers unique information on banks around

the world and where you live. No aspect of banking is left uncovered:
checking accounts, overdraft loans. credit cards. savings accounts, money
orders. travelers checks. certificates of deposit. U.S. bonds, foreign
currencies. and so on.

/977 Insider's BunkillN And Credit Almanuc is a complete guide,
containing over 50.000 words of expert guidance.

Banking is so much a part of your life that you simply can't afford
to be without this book. It's indispensable.'

So. mail the order form with your payment of $12.9S today. You
won't regret it.

The author. Mark Skousen. is an insider himself.
having worked for the CIA for two years. Presently.
he is managing editor of the widely-read b~flali(}n

SUrl'il'al Leller and author of the new book, Playing
the Price COlllmls Gume. Mr. 'Skousen has a
Master's degree in economics. He continually keeps
abreast of the banking world and consults often with
bankers and tinancial advisers .

INTRODUCING THE AUTHOR

How to

BEATTBEB
at theirown game!

Dozens of money-mak'ing opportun1ties-with these
little known banking and credit secrets.

'" • How to earn 12% on a 73/. % certificate of deposit.
• How to get free life insurance ... even if you're completely

uninsurahle,'
• How to conduct your tinancial affairs ....ithollt a U.S .. checking

a(.'count (for those of you who seek complete privacy from government
snooping).

• How practically anyone can join a credit union.
• How anymw can use an out-of-state checking account loca/~v.

• How to postpone bankruptcy forever.
• How to take advantage of the "tloat" and "grace periods" to earn

more on your savings.
• How to start your own bank, savings and 10'10 association, or

l.'redit union .
• How safe is your ban'k '! How to read a bank statement.

FOREIGN BANKS HIGHLIGHTED.

••• Secret #1: Raile Thousands of Dollan Overnight.

Borrow up to 515,000 Instantly. depending on your income
and where you live. Borrow this money by mail without ever
sitting down with a loan officer, at incredih~\' 10 .... interest
ratfJs: 10%, 6%, even :ero percent interest at times.

By using a simple technique, you can borrow this money
indrj;nitfJ(\'. for as long as you like! These loans are entirely
(,(lnfidemial. and can be used as "Oil see tit. whether to buy a
color TV or to speculate in tlie stock market. The I(lan
department is completely unaware of the purpose of the
loan, nor do they care. The /H·r/f.·ct low,.'

Once you qualify. you can take out a loan at any time.
right from your OWfl home. The money is available to you
now or 5 years later. And it won't cost you a thing to wait. ('ostless
insurance! There are 110 special conditions, no collateral or co-signers
req·uired. And getting a low-intert:st loan is easy!

• • • ~ret #2: Earn Hlah Interest on Your Checking Account.

You can earn from ~% to 10% on your checking account, no mattcr
where you live ,in the U.S. Some U.S, hanks pay for e':erything: post
age. envelopes. even (.'hecks. Then' i!l no minimum halarK·c. no
monthly fees. and no ("ost per t'he(.'k. All deposits are insured. Inll.·Tt'st
is paid from day' of deposit to day of withdrawal on many alTolints,
And ther.' ur.' no .'i'rinJ!.'i clItclC/If'd,

INSIDER'S TECHNIQUES REVEALED
Anyone of these 3 banking secrets could be ....orth hundreds. maybe

thousands ofdollars to you.
But now. at a very modest price, you can take advantage of these and

many more banking secrets. Each of these insider's techniques is re
vealed in complete detail in a fascinating new book called, The 1977
InsidfJrs Bankin,! And Credit Almunac.

The 1917lns;ders Banking And Credit Almunac is a reall'(Hlsumer's
guide to the· ever-changing world of money and banking, written
specifically for people of modest wealth.

Each of 10 chapters contains solid. useful i,~"ormation that you can
put to work immediately.

MORE SURPRISES
Here are just a few more real-life examples of the L'H'itin~ world of

banking (and this only scratches the surface):
• A credit union in New York that pa~'s 9% on lmrc'.'i!rictf'd .'iCH'inJ(.'i

Qccounts.
• BankAmericard and MasterCharge centers that give away free

cash loans.
• A U.S. Bank that oflers a 55,000 line-of-credit on the prestigious

American Express "gold card" at only 10% interest-with only 510,000
salary to qualify.

• A credit union that pays 6% on its chfJcking account.
• A BankAmericard center that gives back I % of the total pur

chases you make u$ing the card.
• A U.S. checking account where you can write checks in any cur

rency you wish-British pounds, Swiss francs, German marks, even
U.S. dollars.

• A U.S. checkin account literally backed by ')00% gold bullion.

• • • Secret #3: Earn Up 10 20";1 on Your Sa"inRs Account.

For vears. insidcrs h.l\·c bt'en e<trnin~ 10. I:;. and L'n'n lOll;, 011 their
savings accounts lI\in~ perkt·tl~· kg<tI'tcdmiljllL'" In ,ontc l'a'e'. tht'\
have been able to earn over 20 11

;1 a \Tar rich I frllm thl'ir IIwn homl· ....
invol\'ing little or no time .tt all! . ,

rKEPHARTmMMGNiCATo"NsINcl
6737 Annapolis Rd., P.O. Box 2599. Landover, Md. 20784 I

I Please send me Mark Skousen's The J 977 Insider's Banking &

I Credit Almanac. I must be completety satisfied or I may return I
the book within two weeks for a full refund. Enclosed is myI payment of $12.95. 973 I
Name en

I Address ~
I City State Zip ~
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W
hat David Frost found out,· and what

.
American television viewers di.Scovered, is
that Richard Nixon, though cornered and
wounded, is not about to roll over. Certainly

he isn't about to cooperate in his own prosecution. He has a
different theory about what happened. This doesn't mean
that Nixon, in the last analysis, has made his case. It does
mean, though, that he is righter than we might have thought,
·and certainly righter than most of his critics. Above all, it
means that, if we don't understand his case, we can't
understand the last eight years of American foreign and
domestic policy; and if we don't understand the last eight
years, we can't very well predict the next.

LIBERTY AND
NATIONAL
SECURITY:
THE LEGACY OF
INTERVENTIONISM
By Earl C. Ravenal
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NIXON'S SECOND COMING:
LISTEN, HE'S TRYING TO TELL US
SOMETHING"

To understand what Nixon was telling us, there is a lot to
wade through. The intetViews were not distinguished by any
special analytic acuity or forensic brilliance on either side.
Nor are we particularly helped by the yelps of warmed-over
outrage from the liberal editorialists-"the banality of evil,"
that line. Rather predictably, they were fixated on the ugli
ness of Nixon's demeanor, and the rather obvious fact that
he is still lying about Watergate, the persecution of his politi
cal enemies, and other aspects of his conduct in office. So
what else is new? ,

Yet, in a very fundamental sense, Nixon was more
"truthful" than his liberal critics, because he was trying to tell
us something that is "objectively" true, about the sources of
foreign policy, about the connection of foreign policy with
domestic society. We need to reconstruct Nixon's logic and
meaning out of the debris of his mawkish, stuttering per
formance. Out of the soggy repartee come several ironic, but
largely valid points-though even to allow this is to defy the
liberal imagination:

1. That the motive 'for "Watergate" and the coverup
was "political" and not "criminal." It was something larger
than the law. Nixon did it in order to protect the processes of
government (his government, of course) from disorder. Arid,
in a certain conception, "national security" was at stake.

2. That all those things that we collect under the rubric
of "Watergate" were "necessary"-the abortive Huston
plan, the wiretapping and intimidation of government
associates; the enemies lists; the suppression of dissident
groups and the .harassment of individual citizens; the eva
sions of congressional and legal scrutiny. "Paranoia," lunged
Frost; "paranoia for peace," riposted Nixon.

3. There is even a glimmer of truth in another favorite
Nixon point: that he was the victim of a vendetta-that the
whole Watergate prosecution, the press campaign, the pre
impeachment proceedings, were a shallow and self-serving
performance. The Watergate prosecution never grappled
with-only dismissed, ridiculed-the "necessities," the logic,
that were the centerpiece of Nixon's defense. In a real sense,
Nixon was being punished by his enemies for what he was,
not what he did-and certainly not for why· he did it.

The point can be extended. The old, visceral Nixon
haters, and those who had been politically (and financially)
damaged by him, were so busy ascribing Watergate to his
criminal propensities and evil nature that they, as usual,
missed the essence of the whole thing. They were con
structing their own, ad hoc, careerist myths about the Nixon
performance (the critics fabricated more myths in their time
out of office than Nixon· ever did, In or out of office): "Now
you see how twisted and lawless he was (and his gang, and
later even Kissinger). So all we have to do Is get rid of them,
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and everything will be all right." And that was what we were
hearing from the media from 1973 on, and from the politi-
cal opposition during the 1976 campaign. .

Between all those "ah...ah's," parenthetical digressions,
and rolling recapitulations, Nixon was ttying· to give us a les
son on the sources of foreign policy and the relation of
foreign policy to domestic order. What Nixon was trying to
tell us is that he "had" to do what he did. In order to wage a
tough, effective foreign policy, which he thought was his true
mandate from the majority of the American people, he had
to maintain social discipline, to pacify the silent majority and
suppress the articulate minority.

It is useful to capture Nixon's rationale in a few phrases
from the Frost interview:

Let me be quite candid about it. The most popular position to take
on Vietnam, if I was simply playing to the votes and playing to the
popular opinion in the world, was to bug out and blame it on
Johnson and Kennedy.... But I'm not going to say it. I'm not go
ing to say it because I don't believe it. ... This is a war that had to
be fought and that we had a successful outcome. . ..

I had to make a choice: ... are we going to allow our potential
enemies, those that we were negotiating with in Paris, gain the
impression that they represent a majority? In other words, are we
going to have a situation where this war would be lost in
Washington as the French lost in 1954 in Paris, rather than in Dien
Bien Phu? ...

In the meantime I had to deal with the problem of dissent at home.

If the President ... approves something because of the national
security, or in this case because of a threat to internal peace and
order of significant' magnitude, then the President's decision in
that instance is one that enables those who carry it out, to carry it
out without violating a law: Otherwise they're in an impossible
position....

The actions I took with great reluctance, but recognizing I had to
do what was right, the actions that I took in Vietnam: one, to try to
win .an honorable peace abroad; and two, to keep the peace at
home, because keeping the peace at home and keeping support
for the war was essential in order to get the enemy to negotiate.
And that was, of course, not easy to do in view of the dissent and
so forth that we had.

In short, Nixon was advancing a theory of "necessity"
buy it or not. It might be evil, and ultimately wrong, but it is
not contemptible in its logic.

But let's be clear about what we have said. We have to
understand "necessity" in a particular sense. No, what Nixon
did was not absolutely necessary. There were alternatives.
But, on the other hand, "necessity" was not just a matter of
Nixon's perceptions. The challenges and even "threats" that
Nixon saw were not fictions or private hallucinations.

What we are talking about is conditional necessity: Ifyou
want to achieve or maintain certain objectives in the world,
then, in the face of obstacles and constraints, certain means
have to be employed; because other means might not be ac-
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ceptable or effective; or because otheIWise you would have
to give up the objectives. Nixon could hardly· have given up
the global objectives of his time, any more than his critics,
now in office, can bring themselves to give them up. This is
how Nixon construed his mandate: to hang on, but at lower
cost; td succeed, but with less noise. And he got it about
right.

That is how we derive Watergate from Vietnam. And
that is how we get manipulative, repressive internal politics
from Nixon's grand, engaged foreign policies and from the
"correlation of forces" that faced Nixon and Kissinger when
they came to office in 1969.

No matter that Nixon read the American people wrong:
what they would stand, how much they would pay for
foreign glory or advantage, "the national interest." That is
the subject of a much deeper analysis, and one that I suggest
later: why Nixon's and Kissinger's .balance of power policy
could not work in the longer run.

But Nixon was saYing: If you like the tune, you have to
pay the piper. You might not like the foreign policy tune, but
that is something else. In fact, the liberal critics did like the
tune; they just didn't like the accompaniment, some of the
rhythm. The liberal critics applauded-and still applaud
the main foreign policy initiatives of the Nixon-Kissinger ad
ministration: the opening to China, the detente with the
Soviet Union, the extrication from Vietnam, the energetic
diplomatic activity in the Middle East. But they affected to
deplore some of the stylistic nuances of the Nixon White
House, and later the diplomatic style of Henry Kissinger
the cool, secretive amoralism, the manipulative and coercive
use of power. Essentially, these critics wanted Nixon's
foreign policies without Nixon's personal style, and Kis
singer's diplomacy without Kissinger's philosophy of the
world.

That is how the liberals long ago forfeited their creden
tials to criticize Nixon~ They lost them by failing to pursue
rigorously the logic that leads from foreign policy
objectives-most of which they themselves shared with
Nixon-;-to domestic repression and the subversion of our
constitution. Indeed, the liberals lost their credentials by
themselves suppressing more radical critics, who consistent
ly, objectively, and deeply pursued the structural causes of
both foreign interventions and domestic misgovemance.

It is time for the "radical" critics to resurrect Nixon and
Kissinger and rescue them from the superficial stylistic jibes
of the liberal critics. In short, we need a dose of revisionism
about the Nixon-Kissinger foreign policy.

If you don't understand Nixon's notion of what he "had"
to do, if you trivialize or criminalize his "motives," you might
never. find out why foreign policies, and domestic moves,
come qut the way they do. You will never suspect in ad
vance, and you will always wonder later, how even the most
"right-minded" and "whole-minded" presidents can also
become warmongers, mass murderers, liars, betrayers of our.
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constitution, and abusers of our civil liberties.
I want to reassure readers at the outset that the purpose

of this is not to exonerate the Nixon administration for its in
fringement on the rules of our political system and its
damage to other societies in the world. The purpose is to
understand what was going on all those years, in order to do
something real and lasting about it now. There is little hope
of avoiding future, excesses, no matter who is president or
secretary of state, if we don't understand the logic of foreign
policy,\ if we don't see how global objectives and inter
national and domestic constraints combine to produce cer
tain foreign policies and a certain executive style.

In short, I come not to praise Nixon, but to disinter him,
almost before the grass has begun to grow on the grave of
his administration, so that we may give him a proper burial.

We have to transcend the shallow, inconsequential criti
que of Nixon-the standard critique of the liberals. The '
liberal mYths about the, foreign policy-making of the past

. eight yearS are a part of the larger liberal dream: It is an ethic
of active moralizing married to a dynamic of strategic con
trol. At its base is a grand convergence: Doing "right" will

, lead to doing "good"; and doing "good" will lead to doing
"well."

There is a certain cheerful voluntarism about it all. It
eliminates paradoxes and makes choices easy. Thus the
reason for "bad" results must be bad intentions. Therefore, if
the "right-minded" people replace the bad people, the
things will be all right, won't they? Not incidentally, if the
"right" people have to do a few "wrong" things to bring
about good, they can be trusted, can't they? And that is just
the beginning of the trouble. We have to save other
countries despite themselves, as people like George Ball still
believe. It's not very far from that to having to destroy them

I come not to praise Nixon
but to disinter him

to'save them. And not much farther frOIl) there to destroying
, ourselves to save our own souls.

In the midst of the Vietnam war, at the tail end of the
Kennedy-Johnson presidencies,we were juston the verge of
coming to grips with this paradox. And then Nixon came
along, to give the liberals a reprieve from understanding the
,destructive-and self-destructive-consequences of their
own fantasies. He was the best thing, and the worst thing,
that could have happened to them. In his own unique, way,
he restored the liberal faith: that ba~ policy is made'by evil
men. Vietnam, became Nixon's war. And the liberals could
ignore~ "for .an,other "political generation, the inevitable
tendencies of their disas~rous, but seemingly and intentional.. '
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ly benign, policies. They coyld load their sins on Nixon, like 'a
scapegoat, and drive hill'l.out into the desert.

But he won't go away.
He has come back, and in his petty mendacity he is giv

ing us a larger truth. He is inviting liberals to consider the
logic, and the end product, of their dream. In a way, the
interviews are a parody-but not entirely of Nixon. They pre
sent us, as did the entire Nixon administration, with a parody
of our liberal selves. Nixon is holding up a cracked mirror
to us..

STYLE AND SUBSTANCE
DUring the past few political seasons, more attention has

been given, by the press, the public, and the Carter ad
ministration itself (viz. the Caddell memo), to the style of
government and diplomacy than to the substance and the
logic of foreign policy. Liberal critics have confused the style
with the substance, the mechanics with the logic; and thus
they have habitually mistaken the' essential gravity of the
motives of foreign policy-makers and slighted the stubborn
objectivity of the causes of foreign policy problems.

The beginning of understanding is to realize that foreign
policy has a logic-not just a cast of characters and a vague
plot. Problems have structures. That's'why so many of them
can't be solved by changing executives or executive styles.

The operating, style of the Nixon-KiSSinger administra
tion was not a matter of personality and pathology. It
proceeded from a combination of objective factors: continu
ing, global pretensions and an attempt to evade domestic
constraints on foreign policy-making. This combination led
almost inevitably to a diplomacy of economical maneuver, a
military policy of'bluff and threat, and an internal regime of
secrecy, repression, and evasion of constitutional restric
tions. Even the complex of domestic moves packaged and
labeled as "Watergate'" was a rational· response, ,chosen
from the· few available alternatives-no less rational just
hecause It happened to be unconstitutional and criminal.
Watergate was not the cause 0/ Nixon's troubles, but the
result of them.

Nixon's desire to salvage and safeguard his foreign
policy'"successes," which were undenied by his critics, and
to preserve the processes and the resources that made them
possible, caused him to perpetrate the outrages of Water
gate. Therefore, it was at least Inconsistent for critics to
deplore that, administration's style (which they increasingly'
Identified with Nixon) but to applaud ,Its foreign .policy
achievements (which they increasingly attributed to' Kis
singer). And it was twice as inconsistent for the same critics
later to tag Kissinger with amorality and deviousness, while
still supporting his ambitious global policy objectives-yet
laying on additional constraints that would require either
abandonment of the objectives or refuge in deception.

We have to understand some things about the relation
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of style to substance. It is a tripartite relationship, consisting
of: (1) fbreisn policy content, (2) diplomatic and ad
ministrative style, in the largest sense of the term, the instru
ments and methods presidents reach for to implement their
policies, and (3) the constraints imposed upon foreign policy
substance and' style by the peculiar operation of the
American political system-that is, the "constitution," broad
ly conceived, and the presence or absence of a popular con
sensus for our foreign policies.

The main point, in a nutshell, is that style is forced by
goals crosscut by constraints. '

But style has been treated with a misplaced emphasis
that distorts the evaluation of foreign policy. Style has been
treated as an autonomous aspect of policy-making, some
thing that ~oats casually above policy choice or surrounds it
like an aura. Consequently, the prospect for a change in ex
ecutive style has been grossly exaggerated. But· if style is
understood as part of the structure of policy choice, we can
see that the likelihood of a simple change of foreign policy
style is pretty thin. A certain diplomatic and domestic style is
a "necessary" concomitant of substantive foreign policies,
and can't be changed without changing those policies. And
by that I mean the objects of foreign policy: what and whom
we protect, against whom, under what circumstances, and"
how-the "missions" of our military forces, intelligence
agencies, and other organizations. If you think that a sub-
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'stan~ve change is undesirable, then it is pointless-though it
may be entertaining-to criticize style, as if it were an in
dependently remediable element.

The key question-the "operational" question-about
diplomatic and administrative style, then, is not whether it is
congenial or obnoxious to our values, or even whether it is
benign or noxious to our system, but whether it is dispen
sable or necessary to certain substantive foreign policy orien
tations. In other words, is style just a characteristic of ad
ministrations' or personalities, or is it an integral part of the
diplomacy of a nation? This question matters, because its
answer makes a difference: In one case, we can exorcise one
group of leaders and elevate another, and expect a change
in the style of government, without necessarily an alteration
in the direction of our foreign policy. But in the other case,
the relationship between style and policy will assert itself,
and there can be only two outcomes: Either a sincere and
thorough change of style will inhibit the pursuit of objectives
and force their change; or even the most benign and sym
pathetic style will be tailored to suit foreign policy objectives
that are held to be too important to sacrifice.

Thus, in this question of style, just as in questions of the
substance of foreign policy, a prognosis for the Carter-or
any other-administration turns not on its declarations or in
tentions (remember that Nixon, too, came to office
proclaiming an "open Presidency"), but on the logic of
choice.

This point can be tested by looking at two issues: covert
operations and relations with Congress. Early incidents in
the Carter administration provide illustrations.

Take cQvert operations. The congressional hearings and
the public debate over the past several years seem to have
produced a consensus-or a political compromise-to the
effect· that some covert operations are in the national in
terest and should continue, but subject to stricter congres
sional oversight and more presidential openness.

But oversight and openness do not enhance covert ac
tion; they contradict it. Covert action, to be successful at all,
must be s~cure, or, failing that, at least deniable. The Carter
administration has not faced up to the stark choices: either
protect covert operations or abolish them. The truth and the
correct course of action do not lie somewhere in between.
An administration could end up with the worst of both
worlds-continuing' global mischief, and embarrassing ex
posures.

"In between" is where the Carter administration would
have liked to position itself, but the· contradictions have
already begun to overtake it. When the CIA payoffs to King
Hussein of Jordan and other heads of government were
revealed, Carter's first, instinctive, reaction ,was to tighten up
the bureaucracy' and muzzle the press.

The Greek-Turkish affair provides another example of
the tension between style and substance in foreign policy.
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The Carter administration inherited a double confrontation:
between the United States and Turkey and between the Ex
ecutive Branch and Congress. Possibly the Greeks and
Turks can·be drawn into a compromise on Cyprus. Possibly,
then, the Carter administration will be able to get Congress
to restore aid to Turkey and salvage our strategic"position in
the Eastern Mediterranean." But the incident provides a
warning and a permanent lesson. On an issue· where the
public and Congress are divided among themselves, a presi~

dent can't respect the prerogatives of the legislative branch
and still hope to marshal our foreign policy resources and
apply them decisively.

"Watergate was not the
cause of Nixon's troubles,
but the result of them.

There is a .larger point embedded in· these examples.
The cherished liberal presumption has" been that our
domestic political structure and. the" "effectiveness" of our
foreign policy run parallel to each other, that procedural
reforms--:congressionaloversight,. openness in the Ex
ecutive Branch, collab6ration with Congress-will reinforce
our ability to projeot power and influence in the world. But in
fact there is a· trade-off between these two items
democratic procedures and foreign policy effectiveness. It is
a "constitutional trade-off." We have to give up some of one
to get more of the other.

To wage a flexible, discriminating foreign policy, a policy
of force and maneuver-whether or not you admit that it is
a "balance of power" policy-you need secrecy, executive
immunity, license for immoral external behavior, and
forgiveness for internal acftons that abridge the rights of
citizens. "

Nixon was right "National security" and liberty run con
trary to each other.
. That means that the choices· are much harder than the
liberal critics ever imagined.
(a) We can have a politics of felVent presidential "leader
ship," with all that it entails. A president can, unabashedly,
magnify the issues and call for popular sacrifices. But,first of
all, it might not work. Worse, it might work! A president will
then have created a great head of steam of public support
behind.foreign policy positions, allowing him little scope for
subtlety and diplomatic maneuver. Nixon and Kissinger
understood this very well and'avoided this course. Even
President Johnson eschewed mobilization and assured us
blandly that we could have both guns and butter.
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(b) Or we can have an evasive, secretive, and even repres
sive presidency. This, in fact,is the style that\ Nixon and Kis
singer adopted. There was a reason. They knew they had to
pacify public sentiment, but they were not "'looking for
enthusiastic support. What they required was stunned ac
quiescence. In this case Nixon knew that if he presented his
Vietnam policy squarely to the American people-the Viet-

. namization, the slow and exacting American withdrawal
more risky, more costly, more destructive, and more
protracted than they anticipated-they would have
repudiated it. They would have handed him a contradictory
mandate: Win without means; or get out and be punished
if not immediately by the electorate, then eventually by
history. In effect, they would have told him to go and make
bricks wit~out straw.

So Nixon's choice of deception and repression was·not
willful or cheerful. It was a matter of conditional necessity
pretty much as Nixon told us it was.
(c) Of course~ a president could try to balance the equation
of foreign/policy objectives and public support afalower
common denominator, and hope to find a level that com
mands the bare minimum of support from an· American
public that is normally fragmented, uninterested, and unwill
ing to make many sacrifices. The trouble is· that the
American people not only don't speak with one voice, but
also don't even say the same things on each day of the
week. On odd days, they can be persuaded to think they can
maintain ambitious foreign policy goals; and on even days,
they want to be left alone by leaders who think they see far
off dangers more clearly than··they do. This is.·the contem~

porary meaning ·of"isolationism," and why it is· something
that won't go away, despite the exhortations of presidents,
retired diplomats, and foreign affairs specialists. In the face :
of this public inconsistency, it would take insight and
courage for some future president to lower our foreign
policy objectives.

WHAT NIXON AND KISSINGER
ACCOMPLISHED

So much ink and blood and acid have been spilled in
the years since the· collective crest of the foreign policy
making of Nixon and Kissinger that we need a new perspec
tive on the style and content of their policy, the characteriza
tion of its achievements as well as the evaluation of its limita
tions and failures.

The main lines of their foreign policy-particularly the
changes that they either initiated or facilitated in the·orienta
tion of -the United States to the international system-were .
"(1) real, not fi~ional, (2) substantial, riot superficial, (3) ma
jor, not trivial or marginal, but (4ltransient and (5) un-

" satisfactory. The two latter items of reselVation do not, how..
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ever, cancel the significance of the first three items of
recognition.

The Nixon Doctrine was not just rhetorical self
congratulation, but a deliberate attempt to defend strategic
objectives that an administration of its time could scarcely
have repudiated,~ It was never a doctrine of disengagement,
however some of its resonances might have unnerved allies
and clients. It was not a "retreat of American power," and
certainly not an abandonment of American interests
though it contained certain serious contradictions that had
the effect of impairing its intentions. It was always designed
to be a substitution offorce~an instrumental "fix" to enable
the United States to do essentially as much in the world as
before, but with an economy of means and a "fairer" dis
tribution of burdens among allies-within the stringent con
straints which emerged from or were revealed by the Viet
nam war. It intended to shift the burdens of defense, not
only in Asia, but in Europe; it leaned heavily on military as
sistance and proxy forces; and it entailed (whether this was
recognized or not) earlier and more implicit reliance on
nuclear threats or various fonns of limited nuclear war, a
logical consequence that was subsequently manifested in
the strategic shift· to the "Schlesinger Doctrine."

The sequel, or corollary, to the Nixon Doctrine-what
can be called a "balance of power" policy-has equally been
misunderstood. At first it was accepted with relief even by
Nixon's liberal critics, since it offered the promise of a more
stable and peaceful international structure, and the substitu
tion of sensitive diplomacy for the blunter military methods
of the past. Later, it was derided as cynical and mechanistic,
when· it became, for a while, debased into a circus of summit
meetings to distract attention from the ailing Nixon
presidency. But the balance of power policy embodied a
genuine vision: the search for structure in the international
system, the codification of principles to regulate competi
tion, the manipulation of powers such as China to inhibit
other powers such as the Soviet Union, and the loosening of
permanent alliances (behind a smokescreen of loyalist
language) to pennit direct and flexible communication with
adversaries.

In the manner of a midwife, these policies brought about
a real transformation in the shape of the international
system, from the last stages of bipolar confrontation to the
beginnings of a .multipolar balance of power. If Nixon and
Kissinger did not quite end "containment," at least they
devalued it, making it an item of strategy rather than
ideology, blurring its once-sharp focus of hostility, and
generalizing it into the more neutral concept of international
"stability." After a decade of the illusion that we could set
our objectives and bear any burden and run any risk to at
tain them, Nixon and Kissinger restored a calculus of
national interests and domestic costs. Measured against
those accomplishments, Carter's "new foreign policy,"
enunciated at Notre Dame on May 22, 1977, is surely a
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reaction, and looks a bit like a retrogression.
Was the Nixon-Kissinger foreign policy a "balance of

power" policy? Despite the most expansive display of
philosophical rationale of any administration, such as the
State of the World messages, and Kissinger's professorial
speeches and "deep background" press conferences, we
have few clues and a lot of conflicting evidence. Journalistic
observers were quick to discover Kissinger's scholarly affec
tion for Metternich and Bismarck. And there were those two
much-cited scriptural utterances of Nixon: the "five power"
speech in Kansas City on July 6, 1971, and the "even
balance" interview in Time Magazine, January 2, 1972. But
despite these indications, admissions of a "balance of
power" policy were studiously rare.

. But an administration's foreign policy is not described,
let alone explained, by glossing scripture; rather, by discern
ing the thrust of its actions, at most in the light ofthose con
vincing statements of purpose that are associated with
critical actions. The real point is that the United States
moved toward a balance of power policy, not because of the
Nixon-Kissinger administration's assertions or suggestions,
but because its operational propensities shifted to this kind
of system.

In systemic terms, a multipolar balance of power system
represents an equilibrium among important independent
nations, which act competitively in pursuit of national goals,
but impartially-in an implicit sense-in support of the
structural stability of the system as a whole. This system
implies a high degree of coalition activity, either fonnal al
liance or tacit alignment, but in either case flexible and
shifting (though, as Henry Kissinger has observed, alliance
flexibility is inhibited or depreciated, in the contemporary
context, by nuclear weapons, residual ideological attach
ments, and the existence of a thirty-year-old historical axis of
primary confrontation).The powers might ally to promote
national ambitions, but also to counter the ambitions of

Nixon was right: "National
Security" and Liberty
run contrary to each other.

other powers or coalitions that threaten to destablize the
overall system. The beauty-and also the ultimate vacuity
of the balance of power system is its reliance'on "the hidden
hand": The equilibrating effect for the system is supposedly
built into the incentives for the conduct of each individual
member of the system.

Actually, in the galaxy of the Nixon-Kissinger diplomacy,
and in the present state of the international system, there
have been traces of several types of system: There is still the
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central strategic axis of bipolar confrontation (two nuclear
superpowers, residual alliance frameworks, persistent
ideological traces). There are also evidences, accentuated by
the present real or apparent detente, of condominium: the
virtual concession of separate spheres in' core areas; the
evolution of rules of engagement (however imperfectly
observed) in peripheral areas; the overarching summit con
ferences.

But the central tendencies have been those of a balance
of power system-more the dynamic Bismarckian than the
supposedly "static" Metternichian. Two characteristics could
be discerned, which equated roughly to a balance of power
perspective and a balance of power world: the first was the
stress on."structure" and its achievement and preservation
through cultivating a certain behavior of the principal actual
and potential participants, and giving them a stake in the
system. In a balance of power system only the large, capable
nations "count," because only they can have enough of a
stake ,in the system and enough resources to maintain the
system, by exercising self-restraint and by restraining,
deliberately or implicitly, the exaggerated conduct of other
n~on~' . \

The second characteristic was the propensity to deal
flexibly and directly with the major adversaries. This con-

, stituted a policy of maneuver, an attempt to create a more
subtle and· -dynamic balance, rather than dealing through
formal alliances, with the burden of attaining consensus, the
risks of leaks or subversion by allies, the sufferance of vetoes
by inferior and otheIWise ineffectual powers, and the incur
ring of debts in return for support. It also constituted dealing
in partial alignments, such as America's tacit reinsurance of
China's northern border against the USSR.

The two characteristics, structure (great power politics)
and maneuver (flexible diplomacy), can be summed up in a
single proposition: The Nixon-Kissinger administration
deliberately moved to rationalize relations with its two major
adversaries, with the foreseen-perhaps even desired(l)
consequence of unsettling relations with allies, and inspiring
them to make further moves that would increase their in
dependence and their C:fistance from the United States-

, attenuating at once their need for our support and their
claim on our support. .

These features of the Nixon-Kissinger diplomacy,
though not the "classic" formula, nevertheless describe a
"balance of power" policy in objects and style. And it was a
policy by deliberation, not by default or accident.

PSYCHO-HISTORY OR DIALECTIC?

Why did the Nixon-Kissinger administration do what it
did?

Why, indeed, does any administration do what it does?
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When we put the Nixon-Kissinger administration in
perspective, we see that itS diplomatic and administrative
style was logically related to' the substance of its foreign
policies. And the substance of its foreign policies was a
response to some very real challenges and constraints aris
ing out of the international and domestic systems, and an at
tempt to salvage as much of America's global status as possi
ble within those constraints. This is not to say that Nixon and
Kissinger had to make precisely the choices they did-the
ones that led to intensified violence in Vietnam, and to
Watergate. But we will not understand their choices at all un
less we see that they were rational~the results of a complex
situational dialectic.

There is a competing explanation: psychological deter
mination, or' the "cult of personality." This approach
emphasizes personal, subjective motives and drives, rather
than situational, objective constraints. Often, positing some
pathology, it discounts rationality and the calculus of costs
and benefits. At times, it has degenerated into popular psy
chologizing about individual statesmen and their personal
motives, particularly the compulsions that operate on them,
usually arising from their antecedents and life-precedents.
Psychological determinants have become fashionable, and
have found a home among journalists and liberal critics.

It isn't pqrticularly worthwhile here to cite at great length
the various psychological treatments of Nixon and Kissinger.
A .few quotations will give the flavor.

For example, Bruce Mazlish1 finds in Nixon a tendency
to "day-dreaming ... dependency wishes ... and isolation,"
and the use of "mammoth denial as a defense against unac
ceptable impulses and feelings." Arthur Woodstone2 adds
the observation that he is "anal-compulSive." Stanley Allen
Renshon3 cites such traits as his "attempt to aggregate
power ... as a means of controlling others ... the tendency
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to expose himself to unnecessary risks ... as tests of aspects
of his character or resolve ... the tendency to focus greatat
tention and energy on 'enemies'," and his "life-long identity
crisis." And James David Barber, in his celebrated study of
presidential personality types4 (which Jimmy Carter claims
to have read twice-a feat more strenuous, perhaps not
quite as exhilarating, but we might hope more constructive
than seeing "Patton" twice), devotes extensive attention to
the case of Richard Nixon. He identifies Nixon's character as
"active-negative," putting him in the company of such other
presidents as Woodrow Wilson, Herbert Hoover, and
Lyndon Johnson. The key to the active-negative character is
the antithesis "between relatively intense effort and low
emotional rewara for that effort." The payoff would be "rigid
adherence to a failing policy."

Kissinger, too, has come in for his share of psy
choanalysis, on several levels of seriousness and complexity.
We have Dana Ward's5 diagnosis of "depressive dysmuttial
personality ... tension between the avoidance of, and com
pulsive confrontation with, risks ... [and] undetvalued sense
of self which gives rise to depression, timidness, and lack of
confidence." And we have Brzezinski's "lone ranger," and
Kissinger's own celebrated persona, the "cowboy leading the
catavan [sic]"-the [sic] being the analytic contribution of
George Ball, in Diplomacy for A Crowded Worla6-too
crowded, evidently, for b9th Ball and Kissinger.

Not that these observations are not perceptive and, to a
greater or lesser extent, psychologically valid. The payoff
question, for understanding or projecting policy, is: "So
what?" The psychologists have' an answer. As Ward says:
"Had an administration been in office that did not view Viet
nam as a test' and which did not feel the need to
demonstrate strength and face risks, there is a great
probability that the war would not have lasted an additional
four years." Maybe. But prior administrations also viewed
Vietnam as a test. And any administration could have come
to this conclUSion-whether right or wrong-on some intel
lectual ground of strategic necessity.

Psychological determinants particularly fail to explain
large-scale, deliberate national policy change. It shouldn't
have to take a Russian to point this out to us. But Georgy Ar
batov, the head of their "U.S.A. Institute," couldn't have put
it better:
As a Marxist, I was never much interested in psychoanalyzing your
President. I didn't think the talk about the New Nixon or the Old
Nixon was very interesting. What mattered was his response to
circumstances-particularly to two changed circumstances in your
country. One was the growing complexity of international affairs,
which showed, especially in Vietnam, that it was not possible fora

, single power, however strong, to have everything its way. The
other was the change of priorities-the lesson that rulers cannot
neglect domestic business. 7

In other words, if we want to understand the policies, we
have to get at the reasons, not the men. A more dynamic ex-
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planation of policy change under Nixon and Kissinger is
that, even before they assumed office in 1969, they had
begun to pick up clues of the constraints that were operating
on American foreign policy, particularly in Vietnam. They
conceived the practical "necessity" to move, first, ,to the Nix
on Doctrine, which was a constrained compromise, a
shrewd and marginally economical way of continuing a
foreign policy of involvement, control, and projection of
power. But the American political system denied the instru
ments of the Nixon Doctrine (particularly in the Congres
sional votes on foreign aid in October 1971, and on dis
continuing American military action in or over Indochina
the Case-Church amendment of August 1973). And the
recalcitrance, apathy, or incompetence of allies completed
the frustration of this policy. Thus, the Nixon administration
faced the contradiction it had inherited from its predeces
sors: between global ambitions and undiminished commit
ments, on the one hand, and domestic and international
constraints, on the other.

To resolve the contradiction, that administration moved,
in tum, to the creation of a more favorable international en
vironment, through overarching great-power diplomacy and
a multipolar stalemate. In short, it moved to a balance of
power. It was a dialectic of situation, response, contradiction,
new situation, and new response.

A PROGNOSIS FOR CARTER

No doubt, Nixon and Kissinger hoped to stabilize the
global status of the United States at a lower level of cost-a
level on which goals and constraints could be reconciled; ·or
a level on which the minimum tolerable policy would just at
tain its requisite domestic support. But that was not to be.

In a sense, Nixon and Kissinger succeeded, but in
another sense they failed. They succeeded in establishing a
balance of power-in moving the world to solve their own
problems. (And that provides an objective explanation of

The choice is either to
protect covert
operations or abolish them.

why their successors, Carter and Brzezinski-despite their
verbal repudiation-have maintained the main lines of the
Nixon-Kissinger policies.) But the international regime that
Nixon and Kissinger helped to bring into being.is transient,
partially because the American policy necessary to sustain it
embodies contradictions of its own. (And that provides part
of the explanation of why the Carter aqministration is. trying
to move back from the multipolar balance of power to a
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policy it thinks the Amencan people will support again, more
intuitively and generously-a policy involving, once again as
sixteen years ago, a flourish of morality, alliance loyalty, and
ideology. The present administration would, if intentions
could become perfected actions, retrace a good measure of
the·way back to the conditions of bipolar confrontation.)

These are some of the contradictions of the balance of
power policy: '

1. There will still be a lack of the requisite domestic sup
port. A balance of power policy, because of its sensitivity to
ambiguous, barely perceptible "threats," and its reliance on .
minute, discriminating, closely .guarded decisions, is par
ticularly likely to offend against the domestic processes of a
constitutional democracy.

2. This state of affairs is exacerbated by the necessity, in
a balance of power policy, to wage demonstrative small wars
to prevent larger ones-to respond to symbolic challenges,
even if they are strategically peripheral in any tangible sense.

3. It used to be fashionable to remark that a balance of
power policy wo~ldn't stay put because it depended on the
indefinite continuance of one man's virtuosity, energy, and
intellectual grasp-in short that it could be run only by a Kis
singer, something that is· hard to institutionalize in govern
ment or replicate in any new administration-a source of
dismay for some, relief for others. But that is only partially
true. And, besides,. it misses the point.

4. Rather,a?alanc~of. patNer world won't stay put,
because it depel1ds~nCln intricate design of tension and
collusion-the orch~strationofeveryimportant nation's ac
tions in.a partially voluntary and partially involuntaty har
monyand yet poised antagonism, brought about by a mix
ture ·of reason 'and coercion. No government could achieve
this, especially in an era of world'forces that are not just nor
mally divergent, but unusually chaotic and revolutionary.

There will qe a succession of great-power probes'that
might verge on miscalculation. Small, frustrated nations will
not accept arbitrated denials of their "justice" in the interest
of our."stability." Resource o· blackmail and competition will
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set allies against one another and inspire diplomatic realign
ments. The distribution of the world's materials will be an is
sue)of increasingly desperate contention, compounded by
unsolved ecological effects and unresolved population pres
sures. The grievances and ambitions of nations will obstruct
the establishment of orderly and constructive regimes for the
seas and sea-beds.

These multiple) interacting forces,~an't be stabilized or
controlled by any nation-even the United States, even with
th~ steady assertion of will by our government, the united
support of the country, and the abundant capacity of our
economy to provide the sinews of military strength. And who
would dare to project all these conditions with much con
fidence?

So the dialectic-of policies, constraints, partial re
sponses, new contradictions, revised policies-will proceed,
to other forms of foreign policy orientation, and to other
forms of international system~

It might be too early for a Brzezinski-style "report card"
on the present administration. But this retrospection of the
Nixon-Kissinger administration is really part of the exercise
of evaluating and projecting' the Carter administration.

If the Nixon-Kissinger policies have faltered-:-as they
began. to do, in many areas, even before Kissinger stepped
down-it was because the unfolding of events disclosed the
limited possibilities of action in each concrete area of con
cern..The objective features of the most important inter
national situations-as well as our domestic structure-have
asserted themselves, and these features are not p~rticularly
pliable.

Nixon's and KiSSinger's critics didn't want to recognize
these objective constraints for the same reason that now, as
policy-makers, they don't want to be bound by them. They
complained about.Kissinger's "acrobatics," and they facilely
ascribed whatever failures they discerned in the Nixon
Kissinger policies to criminal motives and personality dis
orders. They called for "architecture," though they were
arguing more for_a turnover of master-builders than a
revolution in the design. They denigrated "balance of power
politics" and talked of substituting a "politics of world order"
instead. The implication, or the expectation, was that "right
mindedness" or "whole-mindedness" would automatically
rectify our national policy and restore the American position
in the world.

Can the' Carter administration deliver on its implicit
promises? Here is where Richard Nixon comes back in. Im
pudently, with his vintage I-could-have-taken-the-easy
course; counterpoint ("Let me be quite candid about it: the
most popular position to take ... if I was simply playing to
the votes ..."), Nixon is challenging the present administra
tion to tell us: How are they going to realize those ambitious
goals in the world-grander than Nixon and Kissinger ever
set for themselves-by being. "Mr. Nice Guy"? Or, for that
matter-to tum it around-how long are they going to be
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able to be Mr. Nice Guy, if they insist on pursuing those
strenuous objectives? Nixon is challenging them to tell us:
How much better are they going to do, now that they have
driven him into the desert?

And the answer is that they are not going to do much
better,. because they are not going to do much different

True, the new policy-makers have nicer predilections
and a more congenial description of their goals. But, unfor
tunately, the name of the foreign policy game is not pure
preferences, but objectives and constraints. Thus, the Carter
administration is caught in a situational web. Holding much
the same fundamental objectives (the primary strategic con
frontation with the Soviet Union, the major alliance systems,
the level and type of defense effort), and beset by much the
same constraints, it is likely, despite itself, to maintain the
recognizable structural features of its predecessor's foreign
policy. And indeed, though it initially dismantled some of the
stylistic "excesses" of its predecessor, it is likely, under pres
sure, to rediscover many of the same. devices of diplomacy
and even internal governance.

We will not see a fundamental change in our foreign
policy, and its dOJ}lestic concomitants, until a realization of
our altered situation in a further transformed world forces
our policy-makers to change the way' they interpret events
and construe their political mandate.

Much of the vision of the Carter administration seems
attractive and wholesome. It was all there, in the Notre
Dame address-"a foreign policy.... based on our fun
damental values ... that the American people both support

Carter is not going to do
much better because he
is not going to do
much different.

and understand ... democratic methods ... at home [and]
abroad . . . commitment to human rights as' a fundamental
tenet ... reinforce the bonds among our democracies ... an
historical vision of America's role."

Well, that's the view from theconning tower. What could
be wrong with it? The trouble is something more general,
something the Carter administration shares with the Nixon
Kissinger regime: It presupposes that the important features
of the situational landscape, both international and
domestic, are malleable to its wishes and designs. It implies a
voluntarism, a degree of efficacy, and a freedom from
penalties that are just not possible.

I suspect that this administration, whether it wills it or
not, may be spending a large portion of its time and talent
adjusting to a world that is substantially out of its control.
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Andlsuspect that the conditions for,domestic support have
been misread by the new administration as profoundly as
they were by the last.

Though they are sometimes confused about this, and
can be misled for a while, the American people don't want to
be imposed upon to sustain this parade of global visions, the
political speculations of one administration after another. In
their own blunt, inconsistent way-which is occasionally

. reflected in what looks to the Executive Branch, of whatever
party, like congressional obstinacy and incomprehension
they want to be left alone by their leaders, with their invoca
tions of challenge and their invitation to historical adventure.
I suppose that, if they really thought-as their leaders
insinuate-they could get it for almost nothing, they would
accept this promise, at least with resigned boredom. But if
not? "Something will have to give." The leaders win fail to
lead, because the followers don't want to follow. In tum, the
nation will fall short of global leadership, because it can't
mobilize its resources and regiment its will.

Yet, in foreign-policy-making circles these days, people
are still imbued with the notion of architecture, of building
things. They have a nostalgia for the period of their political
formation, the heroic system-building of twenty-five or thirty
years ago. But they may eventually come to realize that the
.statesmanship of the future will not resemble architectonics
any more than acrobatics. It may (in George Kennan's
image) be more like gardening.

It may consist, more modestly, of follOwing the natural
contours of situations, rather than trying to shape them into
structures that can be maintained, if at all, only with great dif
ficulty and endless pain.

1. In Search of Nixon: A Psychohistorical Inquiry, New York,
1972.
2. Nixon's Head, New York, 1972.
3. "Psychological Analysis and Presidential Personality: The Case
of Richard Nixon," History of Childhood Quarterly: The Journal of
Psychohistory, Winter 1975. (
4. The Presidential Character: Predicting Perfonnance in the
White House, New Jersey, 1972.
5. "Kissinger:. A Psychohistory," History of Childhood Quarterly:
The Journal of Psychohistory, Winter 1975.
6. Bo~ton, 1976.
7. Quoted in Joseph Kraft, "Letter from Moscow," The New
Yorker, June 24, 1972.
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I
twas as if, for twenty-five yea~, time had stopped. As if

. ..
the aUth.or sere.nely expected that we WOUld. SUd.denly
unlearn everything the past decade~ had taught us
about the uses of power at the highest levels of

government. As if we had not, by 1977, reached the point
:where even a perennial sycophant of State-power like
-Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., has ended by bemoaning "the
Imperial Presidency."

OUR
GREATEST
PRESIDENTS?

By Ralph Rafco
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.
The5e it was again, as dated as a double-breasted suit-an
article. on "Our Greatest Presidents," and written by none
other than Henry Steele Commager himself!

A quick background briefing for those too young to
remember. In the 1940s and early '50s, a school of
Establishment historians existed who made it their business
to act as a sort of intellectual Secret Service for the Ameri
can Presidency. Close upon every great public rape of the
Constitution by a President-for instance, when Harry
Truman seized the steel mills, or when he began to wage war
on North Korea and China without a declaration of war by
Congress-these historians would rush into print with
learned accounts of the 129 times the Constitution had
been similarly raped in the past, under dire necessity and

I. with no ill effects to the body politic-quite the contrary
actually, she never felt better in her life.

The most outstanding among this school were Allan
Nevins of Columbia University; Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., of
Harvard; Eric Goldman of Princeton; and, topping them all,
Henry Steele Commager of Amherst College.

When they were in a classy, quasi philosophy-of-history
frame of mind, these men would sometimes rationalize the
power moves of the Chief Executive through an eye-
catching gimmick. The public would be presented with the
answer to a question nobody had asked: Now, just who w~re

the really Great Presidents? This was a favorite game of
around 1950 for Nevins, Commager, and the rest, and the
lists were always the same. Washington, Lincoln, and
another one or two of the earlier Presidents would be
thrown in to give a tone of Qbjectivity and sageness. The
point of the whole enterprise, however, would come with the
"Great" or "Near Great" Presidents of the twentieth century.
then it would be given out, as the conclusion of historical
science, that, taking the good with the. bad, of course, the
one indisputable Great in our own time was Franklin D.
Roosevelt, and the indisputable Near Greats were Theo
dore Roosevelt, Woodrow Wilson, and Harry Truman. Sur
prise! Surprise!

Those were halycon days for the mystique of the Presi
dency, so that one could find this childishly transparent at
tempt to tum a bit of liberal.politicking into the Verdict of
History in the pages of Life, Look, and The N~w York TImes
Magazine. But now the great interventionist picture books
are gone, and there are smart New Left revisionist sharks
roaming about on Sunday morning who would like nothing
better than to pounce on such grade school stuff-to ret
mind everyone, for instance, of what Jackson did to the
Cherokees, of what Truman did to the civilians at Hiro
shima and Nagasaki, and that TR was a racist in practically
the Nazi sense. Thus, poor Professor Commager is reduced
to publishing in Parade, the mass Sunday newspaper sup
plement semi-throwaway. It was there,on May.8, .after the
third cup of coffee, that one found his nostalgia-awakening
article, "Our Greatest Presidents."
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In case you were wondering, the outstandingly Great
Presidents according to Commager(and to a poll of
historians at 100 colleges and universities that he reports
on) are Lincoln, Washington, and Franklin Roosevelt. They
are closely followed by Theodore Roosevelt, Jefferson,
Wilson, Jackson, and, a little behind, Harry Truman.
Surprise! Surprise!

What are the criteria of Greatness in a President? "First,
all were what we must call 'strong' Presidents. All believed
the President should be both a symbol and a leader.... Se
cond, all ranged themselves on the side of the people, of an
enlarged scope" for government. ..." (Nobody here but us
objective historians!) The third criterion, being a good
administrator and. politician, is ,not, it turns out, a necessary
condition, according to Commager (the contradiction is his).
aut the fourth may be found in all of these leaders. It is,
"quite simply, wisdom, sagacity, intelligence." (This of
Franklin Roosevelt-of Wilsonn

Finally, "There is one essential common denominator
that transcends all others: all the great Presidents were men
of principle, prepared to sacrifice popularity to what they
thought was right."

And so it goes. It is clear that Commager's favorite is
FOR. Some of History's conclusions: Among FOR's qualities
were "honesty, resolution, fortitude, compassion, a sense of
justice.... How right Franklin Roosevelt was when he said:
'The Presidency is preeminently a place of moral leader
ship.'" Roosevelt was "prepared to put principle above
politics-and above popularity." The way Commager
phrases the outstanding example of Roosevelt's loyalty to

"principle" is interesting: He "risked the loss of the 1940
election by stretching the Constitution to its permissible <

Hmits in order to aid beleaguered Britain" against Gennany
(emphasis added). "History," Commager adds, '<'has vindi- .
cated him well."

This is the famous historian's little way of getting around
a fact that, since the golden age of Presidential glorification,
has become common knowledge, namely, that Roosevelt
committed the ·United States· to war against. Germany~
through his promises to foreign leaders and his directives to
the American armed forces-in 1940 (at the latest), without
even the knowledge of Congress, and in direct contra
vention of his assurances to the American people,·whom he
treated as fools. By now, this much is established: As C1_:.=..,,·i

Boothe Luce put it for all time, "He lied us into ·war."
For sure-honesty, as Commager assures us, was one

of FOR's great virtues. And Eleanor's mind was a model of
Cartesian clarity. .

But what is the use? Commager's out-of-date nonsense,
masquerading as historical wisdom, is what they are going to
teach little children in the government's schools. After<Viet~

nam and Nixon, the professional custodians of the tarnished
symbols of the American State are panicky. They do what
they can to patch things over-old pimps to an old. whore
dressed up as "History." But how much longer?

Ralph Raico is Senior Editor ofInquiry magazine, a biweekly publi
cation to begin publication this fall out of San Francisco. He is also
Professor of History at S.U.N.Y. College at Buffalo, and· a fre
quent writer on Libertarian themes.
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\V
hen I accepted the Presidential nomination of
the Libertarian Party for 1976 it was with' the

. ... ..:....... intention ofconducting a c;a...m..paign with such
" .. ' vigor that our party could vault over all of

America's smaller parties to become America's third largest.
We accomplished that, although our gross .. vote total was
markedly less than we had expected. Our success was
accomplished in the face of obstacles which seem almost
more formidable in retrospect than they did at the time. I'd
like to discuss some of the' institutionalized obstacles to
public acceptance-some a matter of human psychology,
but the chief ones derived from the use of power by the
Republican .. and Democratic Parties.

HOWTHE
REPRESSION
OF POLITICAL
IDEASIS
MANAGEDIN
A·MERICA
By RogerMacBride
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New or third parties are common enough in .most oivilized
countries. Canada, in addition to the Liberals and Progres
sive Conservatives, spawned the New Democrat Party about
ten years ago which,' until its leader made an. incredible
strategic error, was bidding fair to become the equal of the
older parties. And the Parti Quebecois, also about ten years
old, last year was voted in as the government of one of
Canada's major provinces. In England a former major party,
the Liberal, hangs on as an institution which now and again
threatens to re-emerge at the expense of Labor and the
Conservatives. France and Italy have many parties, and in
Denmark the Progressive Party, founded a half-dozen years
ago and espousing a number of libertarian programs, is now
the largest political grouping in that nation.

And of course in the United States we've had our share.
The last movement to achieve· major party status was the
Republican Party, which had its genesis in 1854 amidst the
decline. of the Whig Party, and actually (with 39% of the
vote) in a four-way race put a President in the White House
six years later. The Prohibitionists of the late nineteenth cen
tury had a major influence upon U.S. policy, as we all
remember from the unhappy experience of the 1920's. The
Socialists at their zenith in 1912 held 1,200 political offices
across the country, and enormously influenced the direction
of policy of the Democratic Party in later decades.

There have also been the "personality-based" new par
ties whose decline when the personality disappeared was as
rapid as their ascent: the Bull Moose Party (Teddy Roose
velt) of'1912, the Progressives (Robert laFollette) of 1924,
the Progressives (Henry Wallace) of 1948, the States Rights
Party (Strom Thurmond) of 1948, and the American .
(George Wallace) of 1968.

Nonetheless, despite the fact that the Ubertarian Party
in 1976 outdistanced all of the' pieces of the Marxist move
ment, and also the remains'of George Wallace's American
Party, we did not have the impact on the public mind or on
Washington policy makers of either Wallace's 1968 Ameri
can Party, or the Socialists of Norman Thomas in 1932.

Why? Today' Americans are disillusioned with Republi
cans and Democrats as never before: 40% of the voters con
sider themselves independents. Presumably they are looking
for an alternative, but they don't find it: in 1976 Eugene Mc
Carthy, with all of his fame and with the common sense he
exhibited in many areas, peaked at 750,000 votes. And we
Libertarians, whose presidential ticket came in fourth, didn't
quite reach 200,000 votes.

Why?
. Too manY ..people never heard of us. Or if they did hear

of us, didn't know enough about what we stood for. Or if
they did know enough, didn't take us seriously as con
tend~rs forthe presidency. 1

The.reasons for that lie in the functions of 1) state and
federalJaws passed by Republican and ··Democratic Parties
designed' to institutionalize those parties, and· 2) national
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media irresponsibility. They inter-relate, of course.
First of all, to be taken seriously a new party must be on

the ballot in· most of the states.·However, the existing politi
cal parties have over the years made it tougher and tougher
to achieve that status. To illustrate:

In 1976 in California the requirement for a new political
party to qualify was obtaining about 600,000 valid signa
tures on petitions in two· months. Since the party must file
aoout one and a half gross· signatures to achieve the re
quired one valid, the actual task would have been to find
900,000 signatures in eight weeks, a virtually impossible task
which the LP didn't attempt. In Georgia, a much smaller
state, over 100,000 valid signatures had to be obtained in
about one month-again, in a state that size, virtually impos
sible and the chore not attempted. In Tennessee, which had
high requirements for qualifying a new party, one could run
as an independent candidate with independent electors. But
the state ruled that electors couldn't be listed after the name
"Roger MacBride" or "Eugene McCarthy": a person wishing
to vote for either of us would have had to go into the polling
place armed with a players' program to sort out electors for
the candidate of his choice! Luckily, we got a federal court to
put an end to that choke-off.

In addition to being tough, there was frequent unfair-'
'ness in applying the laws on the books or as declared by
courts. In Maine, 10,000 valid signatures were required in
1976, and the Communist Party filed 13,000 signatures.
They were thrown off the ballot on the grounds that they
had to be cheaters: there couldn't be that many Reds Down
East! In New York it's estimated that at least $50,000 was
spent py the Democratic Party to throw Eugene McCarthy's
signatures out-and eventually succeeded in doing so only
when the highest court overturned the findings of both the
Board of Elections and an appeal bench. (Interestingly,
Carter carried the state over Ford by a margin so low that it
is very probable that the balance· would have tipped the
other way had, McCarthy been on the ballot. And since the
number of New York's electoral votes exceeded the amount
by which Carter won the election, had that one court ruled
differently, Mr. Ford would be in the White. House today.)
And in Florida Eugene McCarthy filed suit in court to obtain
ballot access as an Independent, having filed a substantial
number of signatures. Since Rorida law made no provision
for ballot access for an independent presidential candidacy,
the court ruled that the state had violated the U.S. Constitu
tion and ordered Mr. McCarthy placed upon the ballot. One
of the state's most capable lawyers immediately filed suit on
my behalf, proffering similar numbers of signatures and evi
dence that in several other states I had qualified as an
Independent, but the court .ruled the other way!

And of course there's the game of changing the rules. In
Michigan, several new and minor parties,including the LP,
spent a year coping with' complex ballot access require
merits, and finally. succeeded. The··legislature was amazed:
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the ballot access laws must be too easy! In the spring of 1976
they changed the rules to require a run-off between.all but
the established parties to thin down, their numbersforJhe
general election! We sued, and the courts threw that gambit
O\.1t as ex pb$t·facto....;..:.fof 1976. We'll have to cont~nd·with it
next time.

I could give a 50-state analysis, but the foregoing gives
you the big picture. The result of it all was that 1976, as a
direct result of Democrat and Republican efforts to squeeze
out other parties,. was the toughest year for ballot access
since the last century. As the nominee of the Libertarian
Party and as an Independent I qualified in the most states:
32, but it took seven lawsuits to achieve that number.
Eugene McCarthy came next, qualifying in 29 states but hav
ing to sue in 27 of them! And the rest of the pack, including
Lester Maddox and Peter Camejo of the Socialist Workers
Party qualified in less.than half of the states of the Union.

The next hurdle was the allegedly "reform" Federal
Election Campaign. Act, well but privately known .in
Washington as the. "Protect .. the Incumbents Act." It is
thoroughly fascist. in its effect of biasing elections toward
Republicans and Democrats. In its initial grotesque fonn it
would have just about ruled out all chance of political
competition, but after the United States Supreme Court
heard a challenge by such diverse parties as Eugene Mc
Carthy, the Libertarian Party, and Senator Jim Buckley,

Today Americans are
disillusioned with
the major parties
as never before.

much of it was declared unconstitutional. However, enough
remain, and remains, to ·be an· extremely serious impedi
ment to all non-Establishment candidacies.

For example, the. act limits the contributions to presi
dential campaigns ··of·.$1,OOO per individual-if you give
$1,010 you are likely to go to Leavenworth, and so is the
candidate' 'or·his staff for accepting it. But after a fairly low
threshold of contributions, all Republicans and Demo
crats-and no one else-seeking their presidential nomina
tion~ get an extra $1,000 from the Federal treasuty for each
$1,000 contributed to them. That's called matching funds.
Of course that means for e'l.ety $1,000 donated last spring
to Jimmy.Carter ·or Ronald Reagan, they got to spend
$2,000. Bu~ Eugene.McCarthy and Roger MacBride got to I

spend only ,the donated $l,OOO-and of course not being
incumbents or pr0lJ"lising special favors, the source of contri·
blJti9ns to us was.Vastly more limited than to them.
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Further, the Republicans and Democrats got $2 million
each·to stage their national conventions-but not the Liber
tarian Party, or any other. Not one buck. Of course national
conventions are media extravaganzas serving to popularize
the product; in view of the coverage by the national tele
vision .. networks and magazines that $2 milli'on was worth
many times its face value.

Yet further, subsequent to those conventions Mr. Ford
and Mr. Carter got nearly $22 million each for the general
election campaign. Nobody else·got anything. And of course
Mr. Ford and Mr. Carter's staffs' energies were relieved of
the effort of fund-raising: something that our staffs were not.

The final blow was the requirement that we new parties
and independents had to report contributions and expenses
monthly and on many forms according to the rules set up by
the Federal Election Commission. Believe me, they've made
it as complicated and as costly as possible. The amount of
energy in keeping track of the various categories they have
set up is not td be believed, and yet we were required to dot
every "i" and cross every "t"-or risk Jail~even though we
didn't get a penny of tax money! We got the hassles and the
limi~ and the expense without any benefits.2 The energy we
spent conforming to Washington's demartds instead of tak
ing our message' to the electorate was enonnous.

It should be obvious that new causes and new candi
dates require seed money to get into motion. In the nature
of things a little known candidate or a.new party doesn't in
stantly command widespread contributions.of money or per
sonnel: that can only come when the m.ge is broadcast
generally enough to make their existence known, and
consequently perhaps attract those donations. And since the
media can't, or won't, publicize evety new cause and candi.;
date widely, it is' absolutely necessaty that they have the
funds. to arrange that initial quest·'{ot popular approval.
You've got to have the wherewithal to· run the flag up the
pole· so that it can be seen-and maybe saluted.

It's absurd to think that a Presidential bid from a relative
unknown can get anywhere with the kitty limited to seed
money contributions of $1,000 per person. If there had
been· anFECA in 1972 there never could .have been a
McGovern candidacy. A vety few people who believed deep
ly in his cause contributed heavily at the outset to get him
and ·his ideas public exposure. They went. over; and as his
appeal grew within the Democratic Party and elsewhere,
McGovern was able to raise funds by tnailorder in individual
ly small quantities sufficient to finance his operation through
to victoty at the Democratic national convention.

It was much the same for the Wallace candidacy in
1968: in the two or three previous years backers put up large
sumsof.moneyJwhich enabled him to raise even more, with
the result that :ne went into the election· campaign with a
well-financed operation that netted him a significant per
centage .', of the national vote in November.

By contrast, Julian ~nd, the young black state senator
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from Georgia, called a press conference in late 1975 to say
that the Federal Election Campaign Act had bombed his
Presidenti~l campaign clean out of the water: he was unable
to raise sufficient funds to attempt to garner widespread sup
port. And I strongly suspect that if the Libertarian Party
hadn't gotten started several years before, our ship too
would have been sunk at the launch.

Heavily affecting our ability,to surmount the legal bar
riers placed in our way was the role-or lack of it-of the
national media: network television, the three major news
magazines, and network radio news broadcasts.

Of course we had anticipated a struggle to attract their
attention at the beginning of the Party's campaign., We

The Equal Time Rule acts
to chill ex'posure '
of valid new political
expressions.

fonnulated the strategy of going from locale to local~ in the
campaign airplane seeking broadcast and newspaper ex
posure through press conferences and other devices in the
Cincinnati Ohios, the Phoenix Arizonas, the Minneapolis
Minnesptas, of America. I figured that several months of ex
t~nsive coverage in middle-sized cities, if we could get it,
~ould create enough feedback to the national news media
centers to cause them to investigate and cover this in
teresting new phenomenon.

The first part of that strategy worked: there were hardly
any cities I Visited where the meaia coverage wasn't entirely
generous. In fact, although I usually moved too fast to see
full results, the, information given to me later was that we
received more television, newspaper, and radio coverage
than our then-size justified. Most reporters proved to be
skeptical to quizzical on first encountering our beliefs, but
wound up genuinely interested in them as an alternative to
conventional liberalism and conselVatism, and devoted con
siderable space to outlining them to the public. The diffi
culty with that sort of coverage, however, is that it's one-shot:
when the campaign plane left the runway there, was no
further news to be reported day-in and day-out, week-in and
week-out, in Cincinnati.

And that lack was not made up by the national mepia
coverage I had thought to be nearly inevitable. In the first
place, we ran into the Equal Time rule early in the cam
paign. The Federal Communications Commission, which
oversees the nationalized American air waves, requires,
broadly speaking, that each candidate for an office receive
an equal amount of exposure on television or radio. So aI-
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though the Phil Donahue Show, a syndicated television
program reaching many millions of viewers, expressed in
terest in having me aboard for sixty minutes, before arrange
men~s could be confirmed the show's lawyers called our
national office. They didn't dare have me on: .the Equal
TIme provisions would have offered the Sergeant Shrivers,

, the Terry Sanfords, the Milton Shapps, and all the rest of
that herd of mediocrity then running for the Democratic
nomination an opportunity to insist on equal exposure. And
doubtless they would have. The result would have been of
course that the Phil Donahue Show would have sunk out of
sight in the Neilsen ratings, canying Phil and his associates
beneath the waves in short order. I could sympathize with
them for disinviting me.

Of course the Big Boys in Washington play the game the
other way when it suits them: when it came to the Ford
Carter debates, an intricate legal slalom was set up by the
League of Women Voters, the networks, the Republican and
Democratic Parties, the Federal Communications Commis
sion, and the courts (to whom Eugene McCarthy appealed)
to insure that there was no Equal Time. And although the
Norman Lear organization contact LP Chairman Ed Crane
with a view of setting up a "mini-debate" between Eugene
McCarthy, myself, and Lester Maddox, it came to nothing.
Maddox refused to meet·/ us, and Lear, accustomed to
providing his audience with circus rather than serious fare,
let the project die. It goes without saying that if Senator Mc
Carthy and I had been on either set of debates the vote
totals in November would have been strikingly different.

In fact the Equal Time Rule acts to chill exposure of
valid new political expressions-and even of significant old
ones, such as the Socialist point of view. It ought to be
thrown out, forthwith. To that proposal the only objectors
will be, I'll bet a million votes, Republicans and Democrats.

The Democrats and
Republicans have made it
tougher and tougher for
new parties to make it
on the ballot.

Incidentally, we ran into trouble trying to purchase time
on national television news media in June or early July. We
wanted five minutes for a discussion of the basic issues being
addressed by the Libertarian Party, since the Equal TIme
Rule was keeping us off network shows. All three networks
immediately refused, claiming that it would give the Liber
tarian Party an unfair advantage over the Republican and
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Democrat Parties, because they hadn't yet nominated their
presidential candidates and we had! Eventually, and after a
good deal of pressure, CBS broke down and agreed to offer
us one five-minute slot. The spot appeared as scheduled,
with no. noticeable devastating effect upon the Republican
and Democratic Parties. I should add in fairness to the net
works that when the fall campaign season opened they were
scrupulously honest with us in offering us as many five
minute political spots as we reasonably could have afforded.
Maybe they had learned something over the summer.

Worse than all this, however, was the unwillingness of
the national news media to notice that we were around. Ob
viously it's not possible for a presidential candidate to appeal
directly to the voters. He has got to project that appeal
through the means of the media, and television network
news is far and away the most significant medium in this
decade. If television network news didn't cover us, most peo
ple simply wouldn't learn of our candidacy. If some people
did learn of it through other sources, that candidacy would
tend to be discredited: if Walter Cronkite didn't find the
Libertarian Party worthy of at least occasional coverage in
the evening, we couldn't be significant or important. In other
words, most people tend to assume without thinking about it
that the judgments of the three news chiefs at the three net
works, and of the heads of department at thr~e news maga
zines, are capable of and do accurately tell usall of what is
worth paying attention to, and spare us what's not.

Of course the television news people knew all about our
Party: Edward Crane and Robert Meier, MacBride for Presi
dent Committee Chairman, constantly· tried to get their at
tention through new releases, informative letters, and per
sonal visits. And Time magazine interviewed me at length.
The reporters involved seemed intrigued and impressed, but
their superiors obviously disagreed: nothing ever appeared.

For the majority of voters television is the primary news
source. And from January, 1976 through the summer the
watchers of each night's television news on each of the three
major networks got a thorough-going discussion of the
Republican and Democrat presidential candidates. Mr. Ford
was discussed practically every day, and Mr. Reagan nearly
as often-particularly as his bid gained momentum from
April on. On the Democrat side all of the revolving-door
candidates were discussed at great length during the period
of the New Hampshire and Massachusetts primaries, and as
the field narrowed those remaining began to get daily
coverage. These of course included Carter and Udall. Then
the Democrat and Republican conventions (financed by the
federal government): there was gavel-to-gavel coverage of
both, with an enormous amount of free publicity sur·
rounding the names of Carter and Ford, the eventual nomi
nees. And the mere fact that the conventions were covered
in such depth gave a background impression of credibility,
an impression that these were the only political alternatives
of significance to. Americans.
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Then of, course through the summer and into the fall
v~rious interview shows: Face the Nation, Issues and
Answers, and Meet the Press provided Ameritans with a
week after week presentation of the candidates, their princi
pal advisors and cabinet members, their friends, and their
families. Very early o!l,we knew all we really cared to know
about Miss Lillian and Susan Ford. And of course through
the entire year there was extensive coverage of and weekly
speculation about the "major"-party·candidates in each of
the news magazines: Time, 'Newsweek, and U.S. News. 'This
will serve to remind you of the aura of importance generated
by, the media around their candidacies.

And what attention did I get, as the nominee of what
was to become the nation's third largest political party? Late
in October Walter Cronkite got religion; he realized he had

, . omitted to provide any information about the other parties.
Waves of guilt. He provided me and several other candi
dates with about two minutes on one evening. Iwas found in
Fairbanks, Alaska by a local.CBS team as a result of the net
work's last-moment decision. So there was the candidate of
the Libertarian Party in his only national news exposure,
campaigning in the streets of America's most remote city
in contrast to daily shots of Ford and Carter being greeted by
huge crowds in Chicago or New York. Great.

As a result of a great deal of pressure from Ed Crane
and Bob Meier ABC and NBC, in their morning news pro
grams, gave me respectively three and ten minutes. Once,
e(ich. ,

Bill Monroe' began to feel guilty too, I suspect, and in
mid-October, about two or three weeks before the end of the
campaign, offered to have four presidential candidates
share one "Meet the Press" show. There was Tom Ander
son (of the American Party) who a few weeks before had
~aid to Paul Duke on PBS that blacks are inferior to whites
because they climheci down out of the trees later; Peter
Camejo (of the Socialist Workers Party) who in the middle
of this English language show, obviously listened to by those
who understood that language, launched into an extended
discourse in Spanish; Lyndon LaRouche (of the Socialist
Labor Party) who'predicted,orrthe air that Carter's election
tyould mean a worldwide nuclear holocaust by the summer
bf 1977, and me. While I like to think that I seemed the very
epitome' of wisdom: in contrast to this company, I don't
&oubt there was a negative carryover effect in the minds of
~ome listeners based on guilt by association.

And then, in its issue of November 1st-the day before
the election---:U.S. News ran a summary of all the other
presidential candidates' positions. Each got a whole inch
and a half to two inches of type.

And that's all the national news media coverage the
Libertarian Party and its candidate got.

Of course the broadcasters-the Walter Cronkites-say
,that they have a duty' not to waste twenty million listeners'
.time by covedng candidacies which are not significant. But
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when it comes to a national campaign, how can anyone at
tract a sufficient following" to be significant without having
had repeated exposures on the air waves? Thus new party
candidates' are not treated equally with the Republican, or
Democrat because the networks and the news magazines
think they have no chance to win. But of course if they have
no chance to win, it's because they are not allowed to com
pete on equal terms with the Republicans, and Democrats.

And I remind you of the restrictions on contributions
which make impossible competition on' equal terms in
purchased media time.

The national media really
,didn't care about
the issues 'of the campaign.

Finally, I found it' to be true that the national media
broadly speaking really dian't care about the issues of the
campaign-any issues. While I disagree with Mr. /Carter
rather strongly in most areas, I concede the truth of this
statement of his which appeared in Playboy: "The national
news media have absolutely no interest in issues at all ...
what -they're looking for is a 47-second argument between
me and another candidate or something like that. There's
nobody,in the back of this (campaign) plane who would ask
an issue ·question unless he thought he could trick me into
some crazy statement." The media's catering to, the natural
interest people have in the personalities and actions of
others has crowded serious disctlssion of the future direction
of this country to the background.

But the only interesting thing about Eugene McCarthy's
candidacy, or mine, or for that matter Peter Camejo's, was
issues:,why we ran. I don't think it can seriously be main
tained that Eugene McCarthy or I were "fringe" candidates
with clearly nutty ideas obviously unworthy of consideration.
Eugene McCarthy came close to ,becoming president, in
1968 and is well within the mainstream of American politi
cal thinking. The Libertarian Party, with its roots in the ideas
that prompted the American' Revolution, offers much that
actually was American policy at one time or another.

The blunt fact is that the national media, respond only to
people who have worked theirway up through the Establish
ment's system, who have played by the Republican and
Democrat interest-group rules, who have made their
compromises and established constituencies of those whom
they have favored through use of government power and
those whom they've somehow not alienated. In other words,
the candidates who get the coverage have survived years of

'participation in the' Establishment, and who have been
ground down into another of the herd of political nonenti
ties Americans have learned to loathe.
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In this land of the free, political dialogue is much more
threatened than any of us would like to think. Nonetheless I
remain optimistic that this trend will be reversed. I believe
that we can put on pressure for reasonable ballot access
laws, and that the tougher we get, the more likely that pres
sure will accomplish its object. I believe we can press for the
~nd of fascist contribution limitations and matching funds,
and that eventually their vicious nature will bring an end to
them. Grave questions surrounding the Equal Time regula
tions have already begun to surface in public; I believe that
whole subject will have a major reconsideration in the next
few years. Moreover, the media is beginning to be a little bit
ashamed of its 1976 performances, and may perform a little
better in 1980.

Whatever progress we can make with regard to these
matters, it's a certainty that the situation will not be much
changed in 1980. Libertarians are going to have to find a
way to butt through the Establishment's charmed circle. One
essential step to help establish the LP's credibility with the
national media is obvious: it must be on the ballot in virtually
every one of the fifty states in 1980. Beyond that, it's essen
tial that the Libertarian Party and its candidates come on like
tigers in local and national elections between now and then.

Most critical of all is that the Libertarian Party's 1980

Presidential candidate plan and execute radical .and inno
vative moves to command the ongoing and continuing at
tention of the national media, and attract enough money in
the required small individual amounts to achieve major out
reach. That's more than possible; I have several such
strategies in mind already.

I believe that with dedication and work we can restore a
truly varied, truly free, political dialogue in America-and in
the process achieve widespread popular support for Liber
tarian solutions to public problems.

1. I of course reject the notion that the American people found
the Libertarian ,Party's philosophy too outre for consideration. A
party with roots in George Washington's foreign· policy, Grover
Cleveland's economic policy and William O. Douglas's sodal
policy, cannot be outside the mainstream of American political
thought!
2. I hope no one construes this to be a plea for a place at the
federal financial trough!

Roger MacBride is the author of A New Dawn for America: The
Libertarian Challenge and was the Presidential candidate of the
Libertarian Party in 1976. This article. is adapted from speeches
delivered by Mr. MacBride at Texas A & M University and the
University of Virginia. Copyright © 1977 Roger L. MacBride
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I
nthe February 1977 issue of Fortune magazine,
'Thomas Bradshaw, the president of the Atlantic

.f{i,chpeld Co., published a provocative essay: "MyCase
for National Planning." While that essay was only the

latest in a series of attacks on a free market economy and
defenses of National Economic Planning to appear over the
past few years by intellectuals, businessmen and labor
leaders alike, Bradshaw's piece deserves special scrutiny.
For it comes to us from a man who both· is a leading
representative ofAmerican major oil companies, and was a
member of Jimmy Carter's task force on energy during the
1976 presidential campaign. Moreover, it has been
published at a time when both oil and government energy
policy are getting widespread public attention.

THECASE
FORAFREE
MARKETIN
ENERGY:A
REPLYTO
THORNTON
BRADSHAW
By Charles Koch
In "My .. Case for National Planning," Thornton Bradshaw
claims that a free market. never has worked efficiently in
crude oil, that it never could work efficiently in oil-or in. the
more exotic energy sources that must be developed-and
that th~onlysolution to our present crisis islo adopt govern
mental planning and pricing in certain energy raw materials.
Most of •. ~radshaw's contentions, however, are not only
wrong-headed and blatantly self-serving, but his proposals
for planning and pricing will only make matters far worse
than they already are, as well.

At th~ outset, there are some areas of agreement that
ought to be pointed out. Certainly, government price fixing
in natural gas has been an unmitigated disaster; we should
move to r~store free market pricing to wellhead sal~s im..
mediately.· Again, we can agree that proposals to dive,st the
major oil companies are counterproductive and would only
lead to higher energy costs and less efficiency. Divestiture is
also highly immoral, robbing the owners of their right to their
own property..·But while Bradshaw recognizes, the ha!ffif\Jl
economkiresults of such measures, he proc,eds to recom·
mend a ..l1)assl¥~"new" experiment in goverJ¥l1ent planning
of energy.Ol1tputs and prices. Such a position is curious at
best, and'desetves to be explored in some depth.
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FREEMARKET INCRUDE OIL?
Bradshaw's contention ·is that government planning is
necessary because the "free 'market mechanism never has
worked for oil." He claims that there has always been "too
much oil or too little" with a consequent "disorderly" market
of gluts and scarcities. Further, the market,"fails even more
completely when it· comes to promoting development of
fuels now considered exotic." Such·developments are sup
posedly far beyond the means .of private companies and will
require massive governmental subsidies and loans.

What is curious about this criticism, particularly for
someone in the oil industry,. is that it has gotten the matter
almost completely backwards. The free market mechanism
has at times worked inadequately for oil because the govern
ment and the courts have failed to define and enforce
property rights in underground oil. Surely Bradshaw realizes
that the.market "mechanism" cannot work without property
rights, without the right to own-that is, to control-the
resources to be traded in free markets. Yet such a system
has never existed in crude· oil.

Historically, crude oil has been in a kind of "no man's
land" as far as property rights were concerned~ Under the
so-called "rule of' capture," the only oil that could be
"owned" and,. thus, fully controlled, was oil that had been
pumped to the surface. Producers owned whatever they
could "lift". Unfortunately, such a system created petverse
incentives to pump newly discovered oil as quickly as possi
ble, since any oil not pumped by one producer might be
pumped by another. Thus, the "gluts" that Bradsha\'y com-

There is no sound
economic reason why
future energy sources
cannot be developed and
innovated totally within a
free market framework.

plains about resulted from the absence of property rights in
oil pools and not from any market "failure".

Pumping wells at very high rates can be, of course,
wasteful and inefficient, resulting in substantially less oil be..
ingrecovered than wouldbe the case if the underground oil
could be controlled and·· recovered more slowly. Moreover,
themo~t economical way to inventory oil for future produc
tion is to leave it in the ground and not lift it to the surface.
Yet, again, the· petverse incentives set into motion by the
court's "rule of capture" required that the wells be promptly
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pumped in order to establish "rights" to the oil. Thus, it is
government, and the courts" which muSt take the blame for
past waste and, inefficiency in oil production.

A number of alternatives were attempted as a substitute
f~r property rights control to underground oiL For instance,
oil producers frequently sought to band together, to limit
production from a given pool. If adjacent producers could
draw up an agreement restricting production from a jointly
owned pool, and if the agreement could be enforced, then
the "chaos" of the nonmarket oil might be alleviated or
prevented altogether. Bradshaw tells us that such "volun
tary restrictions failed," but he never quite tells us why they
failed.

The faets are that voluntary restriction failed because of
government. State governments made such restriction
agreements illegal per se under their own anti-trust laws and
the courts refused to enforce these early unitization efforts.
S6 voluntary attempts to cure the property rights defects of
the "rule of capture" were undercut by government and
there was no "restriction". Thus, government regulation
came to crude oil production in the 1930's in the form of the
prorationing system, not as the result of "market failure,"but
as a direct result of the absence of property and contract
rights-and thus the absence of a true "market"-in oil.

OPECANDA FREEMARKET

Another importantcontention in the Bradshaw article is that
the existence of OPEC makes a free market in crude oil im
possible since that organization "controls the price" of oil.
On the other hand, Bradshaw asserts, if there were a free
marked including OPEC oil, the newly posted price of crude
would fall to $3 or $4.

Neither of these claims is accurate. In the first place, our
own domestic price fixing of crude oil and natural gas prices
has tended to reduce domestic production, stimulate
consumption and increase our reliance on foreign crude. It
is entirely possible that OPEC would not long be setting
world oil prices if America deregulated domestic oil and gas
and created a free market in crude oil. Our, own 'irrational
price fixing policies prop up the OPEC cartel ,price.

Secondly, in,' the absence of domestic" price-fixing,
OPEC's "power" to control oil prices ,has been greatlyexag
gerated. World oil prices prior to October, 1973, were held
down artificially despite massive world-wide inflationary
pressures caused by the expansionary monetary policies of
the United States and other govemments~ When the' sur;'
plus capacity of regulated domestic oil and gas ran out in the
early 1970's, the demand for OPEC oil begartto soar. This
enabled OPEC to belatedly and, therefore" drastically raise
prices on' their artificially underpriced oil.

Finally~ it is extremely unlikely that' a free world ·market
for crude oil would result in prices of,$3 or ,$4 a barrel· as
Bradshaw speculates. Years of inflationary pressures have
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all but destroyed cheap energy. In addition, government
regu1ations, restrictions" and taxes in the U.S. and virtUally
evety other oil' prodUcing country have added eno~ously
to: the costs of finding and prodUcing oil. Certainly there is
little J"leed to worry about prices so low that ".evety drilling rig
in the world would be stacked." Such fears are totally un
founded.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF FUTURE ENERGY
SOURCES

Most of· the other problems that Bradshaw associates with
the market mechanism can also be traced to government
mismanagement. Secondary and tertiary recovery tech
niques have been delayed because of price controls on

If there is an obstacle to
future improvements,
it'is the incredible
uncertainty associated with
future governmental
energy interventionism.

crude, oil. Market signals will bring forth coal and shale oil
when and if the.government gets out of the way and when
and if the development of such oil is competitive with con-
ventional techniques. Certainly the market cannot be faulted
for leaving very expensive crude oil in shale or in coal. At the
moment, that is precisely where most of it belongs.

Indeed, there is no sound economic reason why future
energy sources cannot be developed and innovated totally
within "a free market'· framework. It is wrong to claim that
future ,developments are simply beyond the financial
capacity of private'corporations and the private market. In
fact, such' assertions· always attempt to prove too much.
Governments have no "resources" of their own by which the
private market might be "subsidized." If there are to be mas
sive subsidies to develop exotic fuels, such funds will have to
be borrowed or taxed away from the very same private
maiketthatcannot, allegedly, effect sufficient private
corrtmitrhents in energy research and development. Nor is
there any reason to, expect governmental time horizons to
be .,longer than those' 'in a free capital market.

In :fact, the evidence is to the contrary. When expendi
tures are made through the political process, long term pro
Jects tend to be 'aVOided since voters f~el that they will bene

. 'fit only in· the distant future, if at all. On the other hand,
owriersof a business have every incentive to make long tenn
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investments, as the present value of their shares rises with
expectations of future earnings enabling them· to sell and
realize the benefits now. There is every reason to suppose
that .the unregulated and unsubsidized free .... market. can
finance' and sustain future energy sources. For example, the
now approximately $9· billion trans-Alaskan pipeline
system-in which Bradshaw's Arco is, oddly enough, a'
participant-has been financed privately in spite of the land
mark governmental rQ~dblocks and delays. A great many
offshore development projects· which cost billions of dollars
have been and are being financed wtthout government sub
sidies.

Proposals to divest
the major oil companies
are counterproductive and
would only lead to hJgher
energy costs and
less efficiency.

The free market is the best possible regulator of future
technological developments. When existing supplies are
reduced prices tend to rise and· alternative sources are
developed and innovated. The market process, when it is al
lowed· to operate within a· framework of assured property
rights, has always tended to ensure a steady stream of inno
vations to replace, at lower costs and prices, existing
depleting alternatives. The industrial world has yet to "run
out" of any resource traded on the market, although there
are dozens of cases of resOurce·exhau~on, depletion, and
evenextlnction with resources not protected by property
rights. Innovation delays and·· artificial. scarcities are the
province of governmental planning, not·of .the free market.

UNCERTAINlYAND PlANNING

If there is an obstacle to future improvements, it is the in
credible uncertainty assodated with .future governmental
energy interventionism. Which exotic fuels will the govern
ment subsidize next and what will be the total commitment?
Will the· prices of oil and gas continue to be regulated? Will
the Congress decide to divest the major oil companies? Cer
tainly energy companies are foolish to planlong-tenn when
they have little or no idea what future policy and law will be,
or even whether they will be allowed to develop'
"competing" sources of energy. The government's energy
shortage has become a self-fulfilling prophecy. Its irrational
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controls and meddling have dried up existing supplies of oil
and gas and) all but paralyzed future investment commit
ments. To assert that more government is required because
the private capital market is inadequate to the task is to add
insult to injury.

Bradshaw would probably respond that permanent
government output controls and pricing, combined with
"incentives" to private industry will substantially decrease the
uncertainty and lead us out of the crisis. But why would
future government plans be any more "certain" than existing
rules and regulations? What will crude oU outputs be in 1979
or in 1981? What prices will result in such a supply? What
are our "national needs" in oil, coal or gas? Who is to deter
mine this and by what means? What new taxes will be
devised to reduce demand and consumption? And why
should we assume that the political leaders who make these
decisions are any more informed or wise than free men in
competitive markets? The only "certainty" about govern
ment planning· is that it will not work, that it will tend to
produce results opposite to those intended, and will doom
any substantial private long-range planning in energy
development.

Economic theory and history demonstrate that a politi
cal bureaucracy cannot intelligently make such decisions,
that the determination of some all-embracing national goal
is illusory, and that the only sound alternative to the present
regulatory arrangement is the prompt ending of all govern
ment regulation. In short, we must ere_ate a free market in
oil. We must institute a system of full property rights in
underground oil. We must abolish all federal and state con
trols over price and output in the petroleum industry. We
must end the state prorationing system and abolish the Con
nally "Hot Oil" Act of 1937. We should, we mus~ establish a
free market system in the en~rgy industry. It is the only prac
tical solution to the problems that face us.

PlANNING, POLITICS AND POWER

We should also look at the more subtle historical and politi
cal implications of Thornton Bradshaw's call for govern
ment planning in ·oil. Bradshaw would have us believe that
his. stance on government planning is an unorthodox, even
radical political position·for a prominent business .leader to
take, and· a sharp break with tradition. This is a totally mis
leading impression, however. Important and influential busi
ness leaders have always been anxious to convince the pub
lic and the Congress that the free market cannot work effi
ciently in their industry, and that some government planning
and regulation would be more in the public interest. They
have told us repeatedly that the free market cannot work,
that it is often "irrational," and that it is incapable of planning
and investing long-range. Bradshaw's plea for planning, far
from economic heresy, is entirely consistent with a classical
business philosophy that would replace the "chaos" of the
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market with the security and certainty of government plann
ing, guaranteed loans, and contraGts for development.
. Now it is perfectly true that we do not normally associate
such views with the business community. But that is because
the general public has been deceived into believing that
most 'businessmen support free-enterprise capitalism. With a
few important exceptions, however, this is not the case. The
majority of businessmen prefer power and government
guaranteed profits to any kind of. principled consistency.
They are more than willing to give up market principles for a
system which promises less competition and more security.

Indeed, much of the institutional change that we have
seen in the system to date has come at the insistence of
business. Almost every major piece of intetVentionist legisla
tion since 1887 has been supported by important members
of the business community. Certainly regulation in the oil
and gas industry is no exception. While some might describe
such legislative activity as "public spirited," most of us now
realize that the "public interest" rhetoric is only a smoke
screen .for restrictionist legislation aimed at creating or
presetVing positions of wealth and power in the industrial
system for those pushing for more and more government
"action." To an important extent the present crisis is but the
inevitable consequence of business plutocracy-that is, of
the segment of the business community which attempts to
gain its profits by government favors, rather than free, com
petitive enterprise.

Another misleading impression created in the Bradshaw
article is that government can in fact plan. Surely it is no
longer novel to point out that governments dp not plan any
thing, that only individuals plan. the alternatives are not
planning, or the absence of planning, but, Who shall do the
planning? The interesting question is who does Bradshaw
have in mind to plan our energy outputs and prices in the
name of government? The word "gove'rnment" is nothing
but a facade hiding a jungle of powerful, behind-the-scenes
private interests. It is naive and false to assume that any legi
timate public interest could even be defined, let alone
setVed, by such an institution in the energy area.

More realistically, perhaps, Bradshaw does not really in
tend that government planning serve any public interest-in
the conventional sense. After all, the public could best pur
sue its own particular interests through free exchange in free
competitive markets. Bradshaw's planning involves govern
ment output determination, government price setting, and
government taxes, regulations and subsidies to "adjust"
market demand to supply. Thus, clearly, it is not the public
interest that planning is meant to serve. It is existing govern
mental policies, particularly foreign policy, that mandates
further economic planning. As Bradshaw notes, correctly,
our foreign policy "has been thrown into confUSion" by re
cent developments in oil.

And so it has. Bradshaw is right to see that a free market
in oil conflicts with existing American foreign policy. But he
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is wrong to suggest that we abandon still more of our free
enterprise in order topreselVe such policies. Why should we
abandon freedom· in the domestic economy for still ad
ditional foreign adventurism and intetVentionism? If we in
tend to be a free society-if that is what America is truly
about-then we must adopt domestic and foreign policies
consistent with that. end and not, as Bradshaw suggests,
reshape ~ur social system domestically to fit and setVe ex
isting governmental policies. It is existing intetVentionist insti
tutions and policies that need dismantling and not our free
dom to buy and' sell oil. What is the ultimate purpose of all
these lofty policies and plans if we must lose our freedom to
preserve them? Bradshaw's eulogy to the"efficiency" of the
World War II American economy is entirely fitting-and
revealing. But if the American economy is to run per
manently as in wartime, to what end are all the sacrifices?
What do we "win" in this "war" if we must permanently
abandon freedom and submit to massive "disincentives" in
our style of life?

Historically, crude oil
has been in a kind
of 'no-man's land' as far
as property rights
were concerned

The answer, of course, is that we cannot win anything. In
this d~adly social process of abandoning free market proces
ses and strengtheningltpolitical ones only increasing govern
mental power can emerge victorious. Statism is the recipient
of the sacrifices and the reason, ultimately, for planning and
controls. Our precious heritage is to be sold to further
preserve and strengthen the power of the state and the
private interests that make use of it.

Such pleas for planning and increased governmental
power must be resisted with all our will. Statism is not only
inefficient, it is thoroughly immoral as well. Economic plann
ing by its very nature is people planning. It is part of a mis
guided policy that would return us to the dark ages of politi
cal economy where the State controlled the entire economy
and society in its· own political interests. To return to that
system is to finally abandon the American experiment and
the Amencan dream.

Charles Koch is Chairman of Koch Industries.
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"Stands sere~ely()\1tside the muddy
stream· of literaturesp~wnedby the
recent wave of criticismto·colllpti.lsory
schooling," said Ivan Illich. "Spring
places the radical challenge into its
own traditon of libertarian anarchy.
.. . .Students of contemporary educa
tion cannot avoid this one/' Library
Journal called A PRIMER itA lucid\ . ....... ,

presentation that no basic collection
should be without."

$8.95,3.95

ILETTEll,S, continued froIIlpage 3}

we floled .earlier are simply the front
me~f()rmore powerfulihterests, for
interests tlrat reallycouIlt.Behind al
most (riot all) every regulator is some
historical business compromise orsell
out of .free. enterprise capitalism. In
energy, and eventually in' the rest of
the economy, we are about to reap the
whirlwind of such policies. D. T.
Armentano,Professor of Economics,
University of Hartford

Letters from readers are welcome.
Although only a selection can be pub
lished and none can be individually
acknowledged, each will receive edi
torial consideration and may be passed
on to reviewers .and authors.

-------~----.
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[BOOKS IN BRIEF, continued from
page 45}

Psychiatric Slavery
By Thomas Szasz
Free Press, 1977
176 pp., $8.95

In a short, powerflly written book, Dr.
Szasz takes aim once more at conven
tional psychiatry, which labels indi
viduals "mentally ill,'~ and at the atten
dant system' of courts, hospitals and
psychiatrists who· confine patients
against their will. The focal point here
is a. recent Supreme Court case in
volving a man forcibly committed to a
Florida asylum for 14 years. In refuting
the widely held notion that· the land
mark Donaldson case represents an ad
vance in the rights of mental patients,
Dr. Szasz has put the American psy
chiatric and legal establishments on
trial, with disturbing results. He
investigates abuses in diagnostic.meth
ods, electroshock "therapy" and the
judicial apparatus, singling out for his
wiland invective well-knownpsychia
trists~lawyers, judges and professional
organizations. His. book; which\ could
stir up a hornet's nest, of controversy, is
essential reading for those concerned
with· the care of the emotionally dis
turbedand the moral dilemmas o.f psy
chiatry. Index.-Publisher's Weekly

?~~Jd
1..4""""' ..

~J/../6.~r,.,--,-
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"Nowhere has the 'radical liber-tarian'
position been presented 'with more in
sight, clarity, brilliance, and stylistic
beauty than in the works ofAlbert Jay
Nock, and' in particular in his little
gem, OUR ENEMY, THE STATE..;..
It is greatly enhanced in this edition by
an introduction by Professor .Walter
Grinder ... [Grinder's] bibliography
alone is worth the price of admission."
Murray N. Rothbarq
$3.95
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WHICH GROUPS HAVE RIGHTS?
By Joan Kennedy Taylor

Affirmative Discrimination:
Ethnic Inequality and Public Policy
By Nathan Glazer
Basic Books, 1975
248 pp., $10.95

On May 16,1977, U.S. News and World
Report published an interview in
·which it asked our new Attorney
General, Griffin Bell, "One of the big
issues in civil rights now involves so
called reverse discrimination-poli
cies that favor blacks and other minori
ties and women while allegedly dis
criminating against whites and males.
What is your position on that issue?"

To which Attorney General Bell
replied, "I've never had any problems
with reverse discrimination. I've al
ways said that I was in favor of goals
and against quotas. There is a differ
ence: Goals end; quotas don't."

Mr. Bell would not have given that
answer if he had read this book, a land
mark discussion of government man
dates in the fields of employment, edu
cation, and housing. "Goals" is a term
used by courts and administrative
agencies because the law supposedly
forbids "quotas;" and they do not end
as long as people are allowed to make
occupational and residential choices,
which in turn result in apparently
segregated school districts.

,Affirmative Discrimination is pri
marily a critical analysis of the under
lying assumption behind such
"goals"-that "statistical dispropor
tions are a proof of discrimination"
by a respected voice in academic and
intellectual circles. Nathan Glazer is
co-author with David Riesman of The
Lonely Crowd, co-author with Daniel
P. Moynihan of Beyond the Melting
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Pot, Professor at Harvard, and co
editor of The Public Interest maga
zine. He dissects the assumptions
which underly the liberal support of
Uaffirmative action n with a formidable
array of research and statistics, and a
collection of horror stories that will
delight the heart of any dedicated critic
of bureaucracy.

Professor Glazer begins by defining
what he sees as the American ethnic
pattern, one which has rejected the
alternatives of "melting pol" and
"cultural pluralism" in favor of what
he calls "voluntary ethnicity," which
neither establishes ethnic' groups as
centers of power nor forceably dis
perses them. The consensus which
established this voluntary ethnicity
has, in his opinion, been broken by
events which followed the passage of
the 1964 Civil Rights Act. "In 1964, we
declared that no account should be
taken of race, color, national origin, or
religion in the spheres of voting, jobs,
and education (in 1968, we added hous
ing). Yet no sooner had we made this
national assertion than we entered into
an unexampled recording of ... the
color, race, and national origin of every
individual in every significant sphere
of his life."

In order not to discriminate, we first
have to measure what people are in
fact doing. Thus, for instance, the Civil
Service examination came under at
tack from another federal agency
because the Civil Service Commission,
"operating on the quaintly antique
view that the merits of an individual
are more significant than the indivi
dual's race or color in determining
eligibility for· a job, refuses to record
the race of those taking the test."

,

Which Groups Have Rights?

Political Crimes Before Nixon

Vidal's Wager
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Not only must everyone's group be
recorded, but every criterion of job
eligibility must be scrutinized. Any job
requirements may be considered dis
criminatory.<"The EEOC has already
ruled that to take into account a crimi
nal record in hiring is discrimination
on account of race.... The guidelines
take this position too, and carry it
somewhat further. Trying toJind an ex
ample of a criminal record that may be
disqualifying, they come up with the
following:' ... a recent conviction or
history of embezzlement may dis
qualify an applicant for a position of
trust requiring the handling of money
or aC,counts.' Note," says Professor
Glazer, "the 'may'."

Suppose only a few people could
meet the actual job requirements? Per
haps the job itself can be eliminated,
say the bureaucrats. Glazer quotes the
following from an article by Sidney
Hook: "At one Ivy League university,
representatives of the Regional HEW
demanded an explanation of why there
were no women or minority students in
the Graduate Department of Religious
Studies. They were told. that a reading
knowledge of Hebrew and Greek was
presupposed. VVhereupon the repre
sentatives of HEW advised orally:
"Then end. those old fashioned pro
grams that require irrelevant lan
guages. And start up programs on rele
vant things which minority group stu
dents can study without learning
languages.' "

This whole sorry mess has resulted
from a determination to treat people
not as individuals, but as inter
changeable members of a group. This
enables bureaucrats to have some
thing to measure. "Affirmative action,'"
which "originally meant that one
should not only not discriminate, but
inform people one did notdiscrimi
nate; not only treat those who applied
for jobs without discrimination, but
seek opt those who might not apply,"
has been redefined over the years to
mean, not opportunity, but result. "The
employer is required by theOFCC to
state numerical goals and dates when
he will reach them. There is no pre
sumption of discrimination. However,
if he doesrtot re-ach those goals·, the
question will Gome up :as to whether he
ha's made a 'good faith'effort to reach
them."

40

By 1973, when the EEOC won a mas
sive suit against AT&T, its summary,
according toProfessor Glazer, "reveals
a simple-minded commitment on the
part of' this government agency to one
principle testirig for discrimination:
equal representation. The summary as
serts, '... it is absolutely clear that
blacks are not randomly distributed in
all jobs ... ' as if there was any expec
tation that blacks or any other cate
gory should be 'randomly distributed
in all jobs.' " Elsewhere, the summary
states, "Absent discrimination, one
could expect a nearly random distri
bution of women and minorities in all
jobs," to which Glazer answers, "Ab
sent discrimination, of course, one
would expect nothing of the sort.
Economists, labor market analysts, and
sociologists have devoted endless
energy to trying to determine the
various elements that contribute to the
distribution of jobs in minority groups.
... To reduce all differences in labor
force distribution (even for entry-level
jobs) to discrimination is an incredible
simplification."

A similar proportional analysis has
been applied by the courts to de
termine whether or not school districts
must be "balanced" by busing. Thus,
neighborhood schools and community
control of schools are both largely for
bidden because most neighborhoods
and communities do not contain what
is defined as an ideal mixture of
groups. "By breaking the link between
a community and its schools," says
Glazer, "the new decisions in effect
shift power into the hands of the school
bureaucracy, now constrained only by
the Federal court and its experts, and
released from any direct influence
from parents too confused to know
where to bring their protests.... All
this serves to reduce the influence of
people over their own lives and their
own fates."

He gives convincing reasons for
thinking that no "temporary" busing
plan will ~ver be discontinued,
because of the definitions of de jure
segregation (resulting from official ac
tion) and de facto segregation (sup
posedly not illegal). "If a school board
should be considered to have finally
reached desegregation and were to
stop assigning children to schools by
race, whether through a new neigh-

borhood school plan, or freedom of
choice,' or education vouchers, or what
you will, we may be sure that what
ever racial distribution existed on the
basis of assignment by race would
change. Convenience, taste, and resi
dential concentrations would lead to
new racial concentration in the
schools. At that point these new racial
concentrations would be defined as
coming into being through an act of 'de
jure segregation'-that is, the stopping
of school assignment by race-and the
process of 'desegregation' would begin
all over again."

Similar policies have been declared
in the field of housing; it is slightly less
regulated because there is no central
concentration of authority in housing,
which is, rather, the result of millions
of individual decisions in the market
place. Government agencies are stiU
trying to formulate policies to deal with
this decentralization.

All through the book, Professor
Glazer zeroes in on the fallacy and
danger of the concept of "group right."
"It turned out that the effort to make
the Negro equal to the other Ameri
cans raised the question of who are the
other Americans? How many of them
can define their own group as also
deprived?" And later, "The Orwellian
nightmare '... all anima-Is are equal
but some animals are more equal than
others... .' comes closer. Individuals
find subtle pressures to make use of
their group affiliation not necessarily
because of any desire to be associated
with a group but because groups
become the basis for rights, and those
who want to claim certain rights must
do so as a member of an affected or
protected class."

But this will require laws defining
membership in a favored group. "We
have not yet reached the degraded con
dition of the Nuremberg laws, qut un
doubtedly we will have to create a new
law of personal ethnic and racial status
to define just who is eligible for these
benefits, to replace the laws. w'e have
banned to determine who should be
subject to discrimination." We will still
be a society that officially discrimi
nates, but it will be a different group
that is discriminated against. Already,
says Glazer, "We have created two
racial and ethnic classes in this
country.... those groups that are en-
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POLITICAL CRIMES BEFORE NIXON
By Murmy Sabrln

calate the- conflict into a major war
even after he campaigned as the
"peace candidate" in 1964. Further
more, besides s~bverting the constitu~

tional process to involve the United
States in foreign hostilities, these
Democratic presidents engaged in (ar
reaching and sweeping illegal acUvi
ties against their political opponents.
FDR not only authorized the FBI to en
gage in electronic surveillance about
which John Roosevelt, the President's
youngest son said, "Hell my father just
about invented bugging," but also
helped his two other sons, James and
Elliott to re~p fortunes in the insurance
business during the depression. But
probably the most interesting and mys
terious episode of FDR's tenure in the
White House was his ability to diffuse
criticism over his third term candi
dacy among most fellow Democrats, es
pecially Joseph Kennedy. Kennedy had
been vehemently against U.S. involve
ment in a European conflict. What per
suaded him to rally behind FDR still
remains unknown.

Ironically, the Roosevelt style of
governmental wrongdoing was to be
surpassed by John Kennedy, a veteran
of the war in which his father vainly at
telJlpted to prevent U.8. involvement.
JFK's campaign for the presidency in
1960 outflanked his opponents, first
Hubert Humphrey in the Democratic
primaries with a series of stinging per":
sonal attacks, and then Richard Nixon
in one of the most fraudulent elections
in U.S. history. In fact, there has been
enough evidence gathered to claim that
the Kennedy presiedency was "illegi
timate" due to the massive voter
irregulari ties in Illinois and Texas.

Not to be undone, the thousand day
Kennedy administtation made full use
of the state apparatus to plot the
assassination of Fidel Castro, bug the
hotel rooms of Martin Luther King, Jr.,
and intimidate members of the press
who did not write glowingly of Came
lot, particularly Victor Lasky after the
publication in 1963 of JFK: The Man
and the Myth.

After John Kennedy was assassi
nated in November, 1963, Lyndon John
son, a protege of FDR, succeeded to the
presidency. It was LBJ, according to
Lasky, who amassed an intelligence
network to gather information on war

Joan Kennedy Taylor was the editor of Per
suasion magazine from 1964 to 1968, and was
co-author with Lee Shulman of When to See
a Psychologist. She is a member of the As
sociation of Libertarian Feminists.

trcition was held accountable for its
"high crimes and misdemeanors."

Virtually everyone has accepted the
line 'that the Nixon administration was
an embarassment and a threat to the
high ideals of democratic government.
Bugging of government officials, wire
tapping of political opponents, per
forming dirty tricks, granting favors for
special interests, were all conceived
during the Nixon years.

No so, says Victor Lasky in It Didn't
Start With Watergate. The articles of
impeachment which the House Juci
ciary Committee drew up against Nix
on could also have been charged,
claims> Lasky, against FDR, JFK, and
LBJ. Roosevelt did his best to maneu-

'ver the United States into World War
II. Kennedy sent troops to Vietnam
which paved, the way for Johnson to es-

"The greatest crime of the century,"
that was how the Watergate break-in
was characterized by the saviors of the
Republic-the Democratic members of
the Senate Select Committee on Water
gate. If it were not for the zealous pur
suit of justice and truth by the Demo
cratically controlled Ervin committee,
the country would not have been
spared the establishment of a police
state. And with the resignation of
Richard Milhous Nixon, we all
breathed a sigh of relief, for the House
Judiciary, Committee demonstrated that
the syst~_mworks, that the Constitution
is intact, and that a corrupt adminis,;.

It Didn't Start With Watergate
By Victor Lasky
Dial Press, 1977
438 pp., $10.00

,titied to statistical parity in certain ~ey the schools needs special justification.
areas on the basis of race, color, aLia: It needs to resort to States' Rights or to
national origin, and those groups tb,a't ' a gene.ralprinciple of freedom (which
are not." . today has lesser weight than the oppos-

The question of "reverse discrimi~ ing principl~ of equality) ."
'nation" is going to become even more It is interesting and heartening to
'explosive. Early in 1977, a Supreme hear an establishment voice, even in a
,Court decision upheld a legislative re- parenthesis, identify the modern statist
-apportionment plan in Brooklyn, which concept of "equality" as beirig opposed
redistricted along racial lines in order to freedom. The more that an informed
to give black and Hispanic voters more public opinion revolts against the con
power, .even though in the process it cept of "making people equal" by
took away power from a community of force, the more acceptance there will
Hadidic Jews. Apparently the Hasidic be of the libertarian ideal of freedom
Jews did not constitute a dis- and individual rights as being the
tinguishable group for the purposes of underlying political principles by
'this case, being viewed as a mere sub~ which we should live.
division of "white voting strength." There is no other way in which we
This fall, the Court is expected to can succeed in what Professor Glazer
-decide the fate of Allan Bakke, who Bees as "our task" in the area of dis
failed to get into California's medical crimination (and, I would add, in all
school although minority applicants areas of government action), "to- re
with lower test scores were accepted. establish the simple and clear under-

So far, such practices have been standing that rights, attach to the in
defended on moral grounds. It is that dividual, not the group."
moral defense which must be chal-
lenged,.- says Professor Glazer, but he
seems at somewhat of a loss as to how
to do it.HThe argument then against the
extension of power to the EEOC or the
even division of the children by race in
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director of the Forum for Philosophical Studies in Los Angeles.
and a frequent contributor to Reasoll and Libertariall Review.

The Reasonableness of Atheism comes with this anconditional
guarantee: If you're not fully satisfied with the recording. simply
return it within three'weeks and your payment win be promptly
refunded. .

Learn how to defend yourselt1 Order this important recording
today.
Tape 450 (57 mln.~ 59.95

A devastating attack on religion and faith.
In this explosive audio-cassette recording.

The Reasonableness of Atheism. George H.
Smith eloquently discusses "what atheism is.
why it's important. and how best to defend it
successfully. "

Noting a resurgence of irrationality and
gullibility in' America today. Smith attributes

. the phenomenon to the inability of most
George H'fSmit~ people to think critica/(v and reason correct(v.

The search 'for truth. he maintains. is man's primary intellectual
virtue. Smith places atheism firmly within this larger context of a
defense of reason. truth and. knowledge.

Citing the traditional arguments and alleged "proofs" for the
existence of God.. Smith carefully demonstrates why they are
wrong. Particularly intriguing is his refutation of Pascal's famous
"wager" concerning God's existence. He otfers an ingenious alter
native to this argument. which he calls "Smith's Wager."

If you've ever been backed i,nto a corner during a discussion
with a religionist. this is a tape you must hear. You:1I learn exactly
how to answer the arguments' for theism. the traps to avoid. and
the proper counter-arguments to employ. The Reasonableness of
Atheism. in short. will give you the "intellectual ammunition" you
need to win every debate about the existence of God. Expiration Date

Smith delivered his talk before the Society of Separationists. Signature N

the atheist organization headed by Madalyn Murray O'Hair. This ~~~~ ~
tape is an on-the-spot recording of that event. capturing the in- ....,..............,... ~
formality and spontaneity of the original presentation. I

Author of Atheism: The Case Against God. George H. Smith is 901 N. Washington St., Alexandria, VA 22314 I
~==~~~--~~~--------~--~~~~ ~~~~~~,~~----~- ~ ~._~~ ~ J

~-------------------.-----------_..~.._-_._--~-,
, iSgeak Sganish I

like a mplomat"! !
What· sort of people need to learn a foreign language as

quickly and effectively as possible? Foreign service personnel,
that's who. Members of America's diplomatic corps a"te
assigned to U.S. embassies abroad, where they must be able to
converse fluently in every situation.

No~, you can learn to speak Spanish just like these
diplomatic personnel do-with the Foreign Service Institute's
Programmatic Spanish Course.

The FSI's Programmatic Spanish Course comes in two
volumes:

• Volume I, Basic. Tapes 901-910 (10 cassettes, 16 hours)
and 464-page text, S107

• Volume II, Advanced. Tapes 911·918 (8 cassettes, 11 %
hours) and 614-page text, $86

Your cassettes are shipped to you in handsome library
binders.

AF201

TO ORDER, jut cUp this ad and lUll It with your ..... and
addreu, and a cheek or money
order. Or, charge to your credit
card (American Express, Bank
Americard, Master Charge) by
enclosing card number, expira
tion date, and your signature.

The Foreign Service Institute's
Spanish course is uncondition
al(v guaranteed. Try it for three
weeks. If you're not convinced
it's the fastest. easiest, most
painless way to learn Spanish,
return it and we'll refund every
penny you paid! Order today!

The U.S. Department of State has spent tens of thousands
of dollars developing this course. It's by far the most eflective
way. to learn Spanish immediate(v.

This course turns your cassette player into a "teaching
machine. .. With its unique "programmatic" learning method,
you set your own pace-testing yourself, correcting errors,
reinforcing accurate responses.

The Programmatic Spanish Course consists of a series of
tape cassettes and an accompanying textbook. You simply
follow the spoken and written instructions, listening and
repeating. The course begins entirely in English. But by its
end, you'll find yourself learning and speaking entirely in
Spanish!

I
I
I
I..
II)

~
en·•I\ iIIaU~aAUnf 901 N. Washington St•• Dept.. ' Alexandria, VA 22314 J

~.--------------~--------.---------~-------.----~



Watergate break-in. The Hughes peo
ple were .interested in, discovering
Maheu's conversations with O'Brien.
The .\t\fajergatebreak-in then 'appears
to be' primarily a CIA operation
directed at, O'Brien who was probably
privy to Hughes' relationship with the
intelligence agency.

At worst, Richard Nixon was just
engaging in a time honored and long
cherished American tradition: politi
cal' spying.

Lasky not only argues that Water
gate was not a unique event in the an
nals of the American political process,
but, that the Democrats, particularly
Larry O'Brien, were forewarned of the

, possibility that the DNC was to be
bugged. Lasky suggests that the break
in was welcomed by the Democrats
who promptly filed a $1 million
damage suit against the Committee to
Re-elect the President. Thus ,the ques
tion arises: Was there a double agent
amongst the burglars who tipped off
the Democrats? The Miamians, in con
versations with Senator Lowell
Weicker at the, £ederalpenitentiary in
Danbury, Connecticut, described Mc-

. Cord's actions during and after the
break-in as,highly suspect. After all,
McCord ublew the whistle" to Judge
Sirica, ,even though he, told the other
burglars to keep silent. For his
"cooperation," McCord served a short
sentence.

Undoubtedly the Watergate par-

dissenters. LBJ's use of the CIA for
domestic purposes was a clear viola
tion of the law. The media somehow
failed to "uncover" Lyndon Johnson's
massive violation of civillibertiesdur
ingthe sixties. Where were they when
we really needed them? The fourth es
tate, however, redeemed itself by ex
posing the activities of the Nixon White
House.

This brings us to the Watergate
caper. Still unresolved is why McCord
and' Company' installed taps and
burgled the Democratic National Com
mittee. The Cubans apparently be
Heved Castro was supporting McGov
ern and the,refore wanted hard proof.
Lasky, however, sheds some light on

, the "third-rate burglary." And as far as
the highly efficient operation of the
Nixon campaign, consider how Nixon
describes the Watergate break-in:
"Everything' went wrong-as if by
design. The 'walkie-talkies malfunc
tioned; the lock picker had difficulty
picking locks; and the burglars bugged
the wrong phones, cut themselves on
broken glass, and practically invited
discovery. When apprehended, they
were found to possess ip.criminating
address books as well as la,rge sums of
currency easily traceable to the Nixon
reelection effort. It was almost as if
they' had been deliberately dropping
clues."

AJl this leads us to the question:
Was Nixon set up? G. Gordon Liddy
and E. Howard Hunt played major
roles in planning the Watergate opera
tion. Hunt was also working for a pub
lie relations firm, the Mullen Com
pany, which had ties with the CIA.
After Hunt retired from the CIA (1970),
Director Helms "twisted the arm" of
Bob Mullen to give Hunt a job. Another
crucial development was the associa
tion of Robert Bennett with the Mullen
Co.mpany.Bennett brought with him
the important Howard Hughes account
which was previously handled by Lar
ry O'Brien, the Democratic national
chairman. O'Brien's relationship with
the Hughes organization was termi
nated in 1971. This coincided with,
Robert Maheu's (Hughes chief opera
tive) leaving the billionaire's emplQ-Y.
Maheu's termination ended in an !ex-,
tended court battle with the Hughes
empire. The stage was now set for the
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VIDAL'S WAGER
By :Jeff Riggenbach

Matters oJ Fact and of Fiction:
Essays 1973-1976
By Gore Vidal
Random House, 1977
285pp., $10

Gore Vidal is always at his best in his
essays and' r~views (which, as lhe
writes them, come inevitably toresem
ble ,essays),for the reason that his main
strengths as:a writer, have always been
his .acer,bic W\t, and' his precision and
graCf3 aSfi s.tyHst. Thi~,is no,1, ,to be sure,
Vidal's own '•• ass~s~menJ'ofhi$ ,p,Ow~rs.~

He quite' evidently sees hi;ms(3lf aS,a
novelist,......as ,one of the few ureal"
novelists left-among us........who isdriyen
by professional interest and by megalo...

ticipants had to be punished for their
illegal acts. But La~ky, takes exception
to the tactics employed by the Ervin
committee in "uncovering" the truth
about the break-in and "subsequent
cove:r-up. Lasky ai;ms his sharpest
barbs at the investigators for the com
mittee who did not hide their anti
Nixon bias, while professing to conduct
honest and objective hearings. One
could go on with the material Lasky has
gathered ·which clearly exposes the
hypocrisy of the liberals who stuck
their heads in the sand when previous
administrations were guilty of high
crime and misdemeanors far worse
than the, vague charges (according to
Lasky) cited against Richard Nixon by
the House Judiciary Committee.

Since Woodward and Bernstein
have been credited with exposing the
criminality of the Nixon administra
tion in "All the President's Men,'" I
wonder if the Hollywood types are
ready to use Lasky's material and blast
FDR, IFK, and LBI in celluloid. The
least we should get is a television mini
series on the activities of the state
apparatus for as Victor Lasky has
shown, It Didn't Start With Watergate.

Murray Sabrin is a Ph.D. candidate in the
Department of Geography, Rutgers Uni
versity. Mr. Sabrin was co-editor of the June
and September 1976 issues of the Wall
Street Review of Books.

mania to write out his opInIons on,
respectively, fiction and p,olitics.

But there could be nothing duller
than the novels of Gore Vidal-unless
it was the novels of Saul Bellow or the
novels of John Updike or the novels of
Phillip Roth or the novels of Bernard
Malamud or the novels of just about
any other lion of the literary establish
-ment of the moment, the establish
ment Richard Kostelanetz rightly ac
cused a few years ago of encouraging
"the ,end of intelligent writing."

Intelligence, for. Kostelanetz, has'
much to do with experiment Ei.nd with
deliberately floutjp.g ,tradition. But no
two activities seem 'farther beyond
Vidal's temperamental ken. In an essay
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called liThe State of the Union," for ex
ample, he sketches as damning a
description of the American state .as
I've seen in print. H... Roughly eighty
percent of police work in the United
States has .to do with the regulation of
our private morals. By that I mean, con
trolling what we drink, eat, smoke, put
into our veins-not to mention trying to
regulate with whom and how we have
sex, with whom and how we gamble."
"Except for the busting of an oc
casional bank robber or car thief, the
FBI has not shown much interest in big
crime. Its time has been devoted to spy
ing on Americans whose political
beliefs did not please the late J. Edgar
Hoover, a man who hated Commies,
blacks and women in more or less that
order." "We have been ... for thirty
three years a garrison state whose
main purpose has been the making of
armaments and the prosecution of il
legal wars...." HThe genius of our rul
ing class is that it has kept the majority
of the people from ever questioning the
inequi ty of a system where most peo
ple drudge along, paying heavy taxes
for which they get nothing in return."

But when he comes to proposing
remedies, Vidal can only offer' to most
people what he admits are "exhorta
tions from old-style Americans ... tell
ing them they are the government and
so can change it...." The people need
a leader like Huey Long, Vidal ex
plains, to mobilize them and "redis
tribute the wealth of the country."
Whatever this is, it is not experimental
or in defiance of (especially recent)
tradition. But then, as Vidal himself
writes, in the closing pages of this book,
"A new kind of civilization is develop
ing. I have no way of understanding it."

A new kind of fiction has been
developing in the past quarter-century
of American literary life, and Vidal
seems ill-equipped to understand it as
well. For him, two kinds of novel are
being written in the late 20th Century
America, the Public-novel, as written
by Vidal, Louis Auchincloss, and the
writers I mentioned in my second
paragraph, and the University-novel.
as wri tten by John Barth, Thomas
Pynchon, William Gass, Donald
Barthelme and Vladimir Nabokov. The
P-novel is written to be read for
pleasure by readers. TheU-novel (the
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abbreviations are Vidal's) is written to
be' studied by students and taught by
teachers of literature. The P-novelist
needs no intermediary to communi
cate with his readers. The U-novelist
writes for a translator whose job is to
explain the novelist to his readers.

Or, to' put it more plainly, some
novelists (Vidal among them) write for
the reading public, taking care to ex
cise from their copy any unfamiliar
words and ideas, any unusual methods
of narration or description, which
might otherwise confuse (and thus
anger) that public. Other novelists
(Gass, Barthelme and Nabokov among
them) write to say what they have to
say, making use of whatever methods
enable them to say it most nearly
unequivocally, and hoping their works
will find readers among those who ap
proach books wondering what's 1'n
them, since they can hardly be ex
pected to appeal to those who ap
proach books demanding they contain
what certain other books contain.

Of course, Vidal is too sensitive to
the possibilities of English prose to
contend that there are no good writers
among the U-crowd. He concludes his
essay on Nabokov with oddly mixed
praise for that writer's 1972 novel,
Transparent Things. HIf only for this
lovely work," he writes, "Nabokov will
never be forced to echo an earlier
American culture hero who wrote, sad
ly:

Yet do I find it perceptible-here to riot in
understatement-that' I, who was once a
leading personage inflnd about those scanty
playgrounds of human interest which we
nickname literature seem now to have
become, for all practical results, unheard-of
thereabouts.

"Readers who can correctly identify
the author of the above passage,"
promises Vidal, ",will be given a letter
of introduction to Professor V.
Nabokov, Palace Hotel,Montreux,
Vaud, Switzerland."

Done. It's James Branch Cabell, in
Quiet, Please (University of Florida
Press, 1952, p. 10). That Cabell arid
Nabokov have much in common as
writers is a useful insight, one which
speaks well oiVidal as a critic (and
one which he offered once hefore,in
his "nove!," Two Sisters). But. the in-

sight is packaged as a cheap shot ("No
one today remembers Cabell; so too
will no one tomorrow remember
Nabokov, except for Transparent
Things") which can easily .enough be
turned on its source.

After all, if Vidal only possessed
imagination to match his verbal crafts
manship, he might escape the fate of an:
earlier American iconoclast who spend
his formidable talents as an essayist
(best on display in his book on Vidal's
favourite city, Rome) on novel-writing,
which he never mastered. If Vidal can
correctly identify the author of these
lines-"Society toils and spins yarns,
but it does not read. That is not because
it does not know how. It is because it
has a fine contempt for literature-yet
a contempt which, though fine, is hard
ly that which familiarity breeds."-I'll
let him welsh his own wager. Other
wise he can send that letter of, intro
duction to Jeff Riggenbach, Post Office
Box 75182, Los Angeles, California
90075.

BOOKS IN BRIEF

On Personal Power
By Carl Rogers
Delacorte Press, 1977
299 Pages, $10.00

In previous books, Carl Rogers has ex
plored the importance of a person
centered approach. Such an approach
stresses the capacity and autonomy of
the person; his or her freedom; the im
portance of self-ownership. With this
book Rogers raises the wider political
implications of these.

Much will be familiar to liber
tarians here. To take our politics
seriously, we must carry our concern
for individuals into our everyday life.

It is from that foundation of regard
for yourself and others, that truly
revolutionary political changes will
come. Rogers offers an optimistic chal
lenge for the fulfillment of our in
herent possibilities. -Chuck Hamilton

[continuedbhpage 38]
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS are accepted at the discretion of the
publisher. Rates: 10 cents per word (minimum $3). For LR box number, $1. Full
payment must accompany order. Please print clearly and specify classification.
Address: Classified Department, Libertarian Review, 200 Park Avenue South,
Suite 1707, New York, N.Y. 10003. Replies to LR box number should be sent to the
above address.

MONTESSORI EDUCATION-Pamphlets
containing thorough and concise informa
tion on the essentials of Montessori educa
tion. Packet of three pamphlets include,
"Features of a Good Montessori School" and
"A Close Look at the Montessori Primary
Class". $1.00 Montessori Schools of Qmaha,
P.O. Box 14211, Omaha, Nebr. 68114.

THE MOST CONTROVERSIAL LIBER
TARIAN BOOK-EVER. Defending the
Undefendable, by Walter Block. Decide for
yourself! Send $9.95 to Fleet Press, P.O. Box
#2EE, BK NY 11235.

SHOP BY MAIL

"CHICKEN SUPREME" Meal in One Dish.
Send $1.00 to Diehl, P.O. Box 934N, Bensen
ville, IL. 60106

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ALASKANS, WHERE ARE YOU? We are
working on a strong Libertarian Party and
could use any and all interested persons. If
you're interested or would like further in
formation, please write to: Fairbanks Liber
tarian Party, 1105 Cushman Street, Fair
banks, Alaska 99701.

~_._------.--.....

/ ClASSIFIED ORDER FORM",I Copy: _

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I Send to: Classified Department

Libertarian Review

I 200 Park Avenue So., Suite 1707
New York, New Y~rk 10003

I Schedule my ad in the next__ is-
I sues,of Libertarian Review. My pay- 'I

ment,of $ is enclosed.

: Name :
-I Address, _

I I

I
, City I

State ZIP I
I Classified ads are accepted at the dis

cretion of the publisher. Rates: 10 cents II per word (minimum $3). For LR box
.... number, $1. Full payment must accom- I

I . pany.order. PleaSe print clearly and I.
\ specify classification. Make checks pay- I
~ble 10 Libertarian Review. ""-_.,- ---- -----
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BUSINESS OPPORTUNIlY

HELP WANTED-If you have spare time,
unlimited home earnings, stuffing envel
op~s-send stamped addressed envelope to
F.r. Diehl, Box 934N, Bensenville, Ill. 60106.

MAKE BIG money at home immediately
stuffing envelopes. Rush stamped, self
addressed envelope: B&B Co., Box 115-LR,
Redding Ridge, CT 06876.

EMPLOYMENT
ARTISTS & CARTOONISTS-We're in
terested in seeing your work for possible
publication in the country's best libertarian
magazine-Libertarian Review. If you're in
terested, please send samples of your work
and rates to LR Box 105. Work will not be
returned unless accompanied by stamped
self-addressed envelope.

WE'RE LOOKING FOR A FE\V GOOD
PEOPLE! If you're interested in doing some
occasional work on very short notice (a day
or two), Libertarian Review would like to
hear from you.. Some office experience
would be helpful. so would typing. If you're
interested and available, please send letter,
to Libertarian Review, Dept. 8-C.

LITERATURE

POLICE AUTHORITY AND THE RIGHTS
OF THE INDIVIDUAL. $2.00 a copy. This
book is a must for every Libertarian. 10 day
money-back guarantee. Frank Ward, P.O.
Box 752, Boulder City, Nev., 89005.

WORLD'S BEST TRIVIA, p,ublished month
ly.Excellent gift for . students, teachers,
ttivia buffs. $6 apnualIy.Trivia Dispatch,
Pelham, New Hampshire 03076.

LIVE FOREVER PHYSICALLY? THE IM
MORTALlST pttbHshes news of all Medical
and Social Advances relating. to Cryonics·
and Immortality. Sample $1. CSM, Box 584
LR, ·Wilmette,· Illinois 60091.

BEN FRANKLIN'S historic, long suppressed
essay of 1780 on (believe it or not) farting.
Hilarious! Suitable for framing. $3. "Frank
lin Essay," 603-A4, Oak Avenue, Carrboro,
N.C. 27510.

STOP BED WETTING. No drugs, gimmicks,
age limit. $5, stamped envelope, P.O. 3325
Wisconsin St., Oakland, CA 94602.

PROTECT YOUR ALBUMS. White card
board replacement jackets 35c. Gray plastic
lined inner sleeves 15c. Postage $1.25.
Record boxes and 78 sleeves available.
GABCO LM, Box 8212, Columbus, OH 43201.

NON-COMPETITIVE GAMES for children
and adults. Play together not against each
other. Free catalog. Family Pastimes, (LR)
R.R. 4, Perth, Ontario, Canada.

TRY OUR SPECIALTY-Peanut Delight
Recipe· Book for candies, cookies, pies, ice
cream, sauces, salads, cakes, even home
made peanut butter. $2.50. Fortini's, Box
54N, Bensenville, Ill. 60106.

NEED NEW ID? Change name/age with
State ID cards, birth certificates, official ID!
Details' 25c. Eden Press, Box 8410-LR, Foun
tain Valley, .CA 92708.

WANT MORE MONEY, BETTER JOB? Get
valid college degrees by mail, without study..
ing ... legally! Bachelors, Masters, Ph.D.,
H.S. Diplomas-Revealing details FREE.
Counseling, Box 389..LR1, Tustin, CA 92680.

One Good Opportunity is . _ tI
Worth aLifetime ofLabor '1,.

The food shortages (worsened by severe '77 drought) and
headac.tte prices. is fa..nning the flame of interest in storage food.
Millions of fore.siQhted families are buying in volume Long Life's
delicious Low Moisture Food and supplemental Health Food.
Manufactured by Frontier Food Association, now fast becoming

." one of the business success stories of America.
You could make it big in a business of your own (as present

distributors are doing) prOViding Frontier's food programs to the
armies of waiting families. No experience necessarylln pure fact,
you'd operate under circumstances where proven buslness~
~eneratlng aids are blazing the path. Request the full story and feel
ItS.financial fire.

Frontl'rFood Association, Inc.
P.D.Box 47088, Dallas. Texaa 75247, (214) 630·622'
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1& Our liold
Leaving HOlDe?

"Nothing puts a damper on the gold market as much as our
government officials rumbling about selling off the u.s.
stockpile. '

, , .
Were the government to be that foolish, it would have dire
consequences for U.S. currency. What's more, a large drop in
the gol~f prices threatens our allies who ·hold sig~ificant

reserves. A nation without gold in a sea of paper money is a
sick country indeed.
U.S. officials should not be making suggestions about selling
our gold. It's a poor bluff. The Arabs can easily write a check
for the whole batch.
Never lose. sight of this fact: worldwide paper money in
creases are one way to cheapen oil prices. The great American
middle class i~ the big loser. 'Buy Gold. Buy Silver. Buy more
Gold and Silver. Keep buying. And then ... buy more."

. Bud Reed

We are coin brokers and we have the low premium bullion gold
coins. The Krugerrands, Austrian and Hungarian tOO-Coronas,
Mexican 50, 20 and to-Peso gold coins, Austrian 20-Coronas,
4-Ducat and t-Ducat British Sovereigns and Colombian 4-Peso gold
.pieces. We guarantee quotad prices, safe delivery and authenticity of
every coin we sell.

Call or write today for our brochure and your complimentary
copy of THE AGORA, our monthly newsletter.

t~\\,"JI~;;\ OAKLEY R. BRAMBLE - BUD REED
1604 MICHIGAN NATIONAL TOWER
LANSING, MICHIGAN 48933
1-800-248-5952 New Toll Free number.
Michigan residents please call I-51 '-484-3198



Announcing
the libertarian movement's
first magazine of events.

Announcing the new Libertarian Review..

The story behind the new LR.

What makes a political movement
successful?

...Many -things, of course, but success
ful political movements have one thing
in common: each has' its independent,
respected publication devoted to events
and issues.

Now the libertarian movement has
such a publication: the new Libertarian
Review.

The libertarian movement desperate
ly needed a publication focused on
events. A magazine that would subject
national and international develop
ments to careful, probing libertarian
analysis.

The new LR will be precisely that. It
will be a magazine that consistently
comes to grips with the key issues ofour
time. A magazine willing tofight for in
dividualliberty. A magazine that serves
as a forum for lively debate, thoughtful
commentary, fresh ideas, and occasion-
al whimsy., .

What you" find in our pages.
Of course, LR will continue to pro

vide first-rate coverage of the liber
tarian movement itself. Our pages will
~ontain colorful, ·,on-the-scene reports
of its activities, its organizations, its
strategies and its people.

But the new LR will be far more than
just another "movement" publication.
By systematically translating principles
into practice, we will bring libertarian
ism to the real world, and the real world
to libertarianism.

This editorial philosophy, this ani
mating spirit, is reflected in the issue
you're reading right now. In timely, rel
evant articles. In the columns and de-

partments. In our new format with its Get in on the excitement
sharp, modern graphics.

As for coming issues, you can look from the beginning•.
forward, to provocative essays on the
supression of political ideas in Amer- The new LR will soon be in the fore
ica,Jhe decline of New York City, por- front of the most, exciting intellectual
nography and the law, American for- political movement in two centuries. As
eign policy, the "energy crisis," the the first and only libertarian magazine
libertarian movement and many more. of events, we'll be shaking things up
Plus regular columns and features like issue after issue-both inside and out
"Crosscurrents" and "Washington side the libertarian movement.
Watch," hard-hitting editorials, and Here's your invitation to get in on the
crisp, in-depth reviews of books and the action-by becoming a charter sub
arts. scriber to the new Libertarian Review.

LR will continue to boast a roster of (Already a subscriber? Then renew
contributors that includes the top now, so you'll be sure not to miss a sing
names of libertarianism. People like gle thought-provoking issue.) Subscribe
Murray N. Rothbard, Roger MacBride, now and get 12 monthly issues for S15.
Ralph Raico, Joan Kennedy Taylor, Your satisfaction is guaranteed.' If we
Walter Grinder and Earl Ravenal and ever let you down, just tell us and we'll
many others. send you a prompt refund for the bal~

As always, LR guarantees to aggra- ance of your subsc.ription.
vate, stimulate and infuriate. It will. The new Libertarian Review will be
raise questions you've wondered about charting the course of America's sec
for years-and some you'd never dream ond libertarian revolution. Don't get
of considering. It may challenge many left behind. Join us today.
of your most firmly held beliefs. But- After all, the debut of the first Iiber
and this is a promise-it w~lI never bore tarian magazine of events is something
you. of an event in itself.
Use this coupon to subscribe or renew. Ifyou prefer not to cut the page. please supply thefoUowing infor
mation on a plain sheet ofpaper. In~ude your old mailing label ifyou are renewing your subsc".ption.

I------------------------------~,I Ubertarian Review. Inc. ' I
I 200 Park Avenue South, Suite 1707, New York, N.Y. 10003 I

: r1i'b"e""I1~,rl' ~inD ~~"r'I~'UT Yes! I want to be in on all the excitement of the libertarian I
IJ .'_ ., .M" .. n movement's first magazine oferents. I

I 0 Start my subscription (12 monthly issues) to the new LR today. I
: , ..~ 0 Renew my present subscription for another 12 monthly issues. :

• {\\ Enclosed is my check or money order for 515. I understand that I

I . " ...; have the right to cancel my subscription at any time and receive a II'
full refund for all undelivered issues.

I •I Name I
I M~u I

I City State. Zip .81

~------------------------------------------------~
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